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Technical Appendix A: Methodology

This study focuses on all 34,113 individuals who completed eligible applications for summer 2018
Birthright Israel trips from the United States and Canada. Of this group, 23,505 applicants
participated in a trip that summer, and 10,867 did not participate. The study was conducted as a
“failed census,” meaning that attempts were made to contact all known members of the population,
rather than just a random sample. The study was comprised of a pair of online surveys, one
conducted before the trip and another several months after trip participants returned from Israel.
Pre-trip Survey
The pre-trip survey was conducted shortly prior to the trips via an online questionnaire. A total of
32,346 applicants were invited to take the survey. 1,767 eligible members of the frame were not sent
pre-trip surveys because their applications were not complete before the beginning of data
collection. Email invitations containing individual links to the pre-trip survey were sent to applicants
on a rolling basis between April 4 and April 17, 2018. Previously, only individuals aged 18-26 were
eligible to participate in Birthright Israel. However, in this round Birthright expanded its eligibility
criteria to allow applicants aged 27-32 to participate in the program. Respondents in the original 1826 age group were offered the opportunity to win one of 10 $100 Amazon.com gift cards if they
completed the survey. Respondents in the 27-32 age group were offered a guaranteed $10
Amazon.com gift card upon completion of the survey. 1 Email reminders were sent to all
nonrespondents between April 10 and May 16, 2018. Follow-up phone calls encouraging individuals
to complete the survey online were made between April 18 and May 10, 2018. The survey was
closed on May 21, 2018.
Post-trip Survey
The post-trip survey was conducted three to six months after the trip via an online questionnaire. A
total of 34,113 individuals were invited to take the survey. Email invitations containing individual
links to the post-trip survey were sent to applicants on a rolling basis between November 12 and
December 14, 2018. Respondents in the 18-26 age group were offered the opportunity to win one of
10 $100 Amazon.com gift cards if they completed the survey. Respondents in the 27-32 age group
were offered a guarantee $10 Amazon.com gift card upon completion of the survey. Email
reminders were sent to all nonrespondents between November 16 and January 7, 2018. Follow-up
phone calls encouraging individuals to complete the survey online were made between November 26
and December 14, 2018. The survey was closed on January 8, 2019.
Response Rates
Response rates (AAPOR RR2) for the pre- and post-trip surveys are presented in Table A1, as well
as for those who completed both the pre and the post trip surveys, since only these respondents are
included in many of the analyses presented in this report. Separate response rates are also reported
for participants and nonparticipants, as well as for 18-26 and 27-32 applicants, due to the differential
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Although it has not been our practice to offer guaranteed incentives for short-term, pre and post surveys of Birthright
Israel applicants, because the number of 27 to 32-year olds in the population was limited, we needed to ensure that we
had a sufficient number of respondents in this age group. As shown in Table 1, incentives were highly effective: The
response rate for the incentivized sample was four times the response rate for the rest of the sample.
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incentives provided to each group. As can be seen, the guaranteed incentives offered to the 27-32
group appeared to have been highly effective, as evidenced by dramatically higher response rates.
Table A1. Response rates
Total
Pre-trip survey
Post-trip survey Pre- and post-trip
applicants
survey
N
Response
N
Response
N
Response
N
Rate
Rate
Rate
Ages 18-26
Participants
22,016
35%
7,706
13%
2,752
9%
2,074
Nonparticipant
9,690
16%
1,571
8%
746
4%
421
comparison
group
Total 18-26
31,706
29%
9,277
11%
3,498
8%
2,495
Ages 27-32
Participants
1,230
67%
830
46%
571
39%
476
Nonparticipant
1,177
43%
509
28%
327
23%
272
comparison
group
Total 27-32
2,407
56%
1,339
37%
898
31%
748
All applicants
Participants
23,246
37%
8,536
14%
3,323
11%
2,550
Nonparticipant
10,867
19%
2,080
10%
1,073
6%
693
comparison
group
Total all
34,113
31%
10,616
13%
4,396
10%
3,243
applicants
Note: All response rates are AAPOR RR2.
Weighting
Because both surveys were sent to all members of the population, no design weights were needed to
account for unequal probabilities of selection. However, design weights were created to account for
the differential incentives provided to the 18-26 and 27-32 strata. Furthermore, due to unit
nonresponse, there were a number of significant differences between the characteristics of survey
respondents and the characteristics of the full population. This could be determined empirically
because a significant amount of demographic data is available in Birthright’s registration system for
the entire population, including survey nonrespondents.
Pre-trip survey. Among the 18 to 26-year-olds, women and those with only one Jewish parent
(versus two Jewish parents) were more likely to respond to the pre-trip survey. Among the 27 to 32year-olds, women were slightly more likely to respond to the pre-trip survey.
Post-trip survey. Among all age groups, women, those with only one Jewish parent (versus two
Jewish parents), and participants (versus nonparticipants) were more likely to respond to the posttrip survey.
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Three sets of weights were calculated: for respondents to the pre-trip survey, respondents to the
post-trip survey, and those who responded to both the pre- and the post-trip survey. In each case
design weights were first calculated to account for the stratification into 18-26 and 27-32 strata.
These weights were then adjusted to account for the nonresponse bias disused above, so that the
demographic characteristics of respondents to the pre-trip survey, the post trip survey or both
surveys, matched those of the full population. This weighting procedure (often known as “raking”)
iteratively adjusts on each specified variable in turn, until the difference between the weighted
estimate and target value for each variable is below a minimum specified level. Weights for this study
were computed in Stata using the user written “survwgt” command.
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Technical Appendix B: Analysis paradigms
Analyses were conducted using Stata 15.1 and the “svy” suite of commands for weighted data. Data
were variously drawn from the Birthright registration system, the pre-trip survey, and the post-trip
survey, and appropriate weights were applied to each analysis based on the source or sources of the
data. Throughout the report, only weighted proportions—usually two-way tables of frequencies—
are presented, and design-adjusted Chi square tests are reported to indicate statistical significance.
However, the substantive relationships between variables presented in this report have been
confirmed by a series of statistical models, which are discussed below.
Evaluating Birthright Israel’s Impact
In evaluation research there are two major threats to validity. The first is selection bias—the possibility
that those who receive the treatment were already more likely to experience the desired outcome
even before receiving the treatment. The second is history bias—the possibility that external forces
other than the treatment caused the entire population (including those who did not receive the
treatment) to improve during the period under investigation.
CMJS research compares Birthright participants to a control group of Birthright applicants who
were not selected to participate in the trip. Because assignment to trips among those who applied is more
or less random, the likelihood of selection bias is reduced. However, to fully guard against this
possibility, and to prevent history bias, we survey both participants and nonparticipants both before
and after the trip and make use of a method of analysis known as “difference-in-differences” which
is explicitly designed for this purpose.
These models were run on a “reshaped” version of the dataset, where pre and post observations are
“nested” within individuals. In a difference-in-differences analysis, the impact of the trip is evaluated
as the difference between the pre to post change experienced by the participants and the pre to post
change experienced by the control group. If the treatment group improves, but the control group
improves by the same amount, then there has been no treatment effect. Conversely, if the control
group increases, but the treatment improves more, then the effect of the trip is the difference
between the two improvements.
Difference-in-differences analyses are evaluated using regression models that include three key
variables: an indicator for whether an observation was part of the treatment or control group, an
indicator for whether the observation is from before or after the intervention, and an interaction
term between these two indicators. The interaction term shows the impact of the intervention. In
this case, these analyses were run as random-effects models to account for the clustering of
observations within individuals.
To illustrate this procedure Table B1 presents the full results for the difference-in-differences model
confirming Birthright’s impact on connection to Israel (illustrated in Figure 9). Because the
dependent variable is ordinal, the model is run using random effects ordered logistic regression.
The binary variable “rgparticipant3” (drawn from the Birthright registration system) equals 1 for
individuals who participated in a Birthright trip and zero otherwise. Note that this variable is also 1
for pre-trip observations of participants. The binary variable “time” is 1 for post-trip observations,
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and 0 for pre-trip observations. The interaction term “rgparticipant2#time” is the product of these
two variables.
The coefficient for the participant variable is positive but not significant. Because of the presence of
an interaction term in the model, this coefficient tells us that that, before the trip, applicants who would
eventually participate on a trip were not significantly more or less connected to Israel compared to
those who eventually went. The coefficient for the time variable is likewise nonsignificant, indicating
that nonparticipants did not become more connected to Israel between the pre and post surveys. The
interaction term is positive and highly significant indicating an increase in connection to Israel for
participants between the pre and post surveys, above and beyond any increase experienced by
nonparticipants (which in this case was nonexistent). This model therefore tells us that Birthright
had a positive, significant impact on connection to Israel, and that nonparticipants did not become
more or less connected to Israel in this period.
Table B1: Example difference in differences model evaluating Birthright's impact on connection
to Israel
Random-effects ordered logistic regression
Group variable: rgidmember

Number of obs
Number of groups

Random effects u_i ~ Gaussian

Obs per group:

Integration method: mvaghermite

Integration pts.

=

12

Log likelihood

Wald chi2(3)
Prob > chi2

=
=

674.83
0.0000

= -7165.5675

=
=

6,146
3,165

min =
avg =
max =

1
1.9
2

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------connection |
Coef.
Std. Err.
z
P>|z|
[95% Conf. Interval]
--------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------|
1.rgparticipant2 |
.0553145
.1466382
0.38
0.706
-.232091
.34272
2.time |
.184648
.1188447
1.55
0.120
-.0482832
.4175793
|
rgparticipant2#time |
1 2 |
1.635449
.1376196
11.88
0.000
1.36572
1.905179
--------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------/cut1 | -3.529636
.1513408
-3.826259
-3.233014
/cut2 | -.3565171
.1334061
-.6179882
-.0950459
/cut3 |
2.43373
.1409175
2.157536
2.709923
--------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------/sigma2_u |
6.65188
.4044847
5.904524
7.493831
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------LR test vs. ologit model: chibar2(01) = 1262.39
Prob >= chibar2 = 0.0000

Similar models were used to evaluate Birthright’s overall impact on all outcomes discussed in the
report. For outcomes where an overall impact was detected, additional difference-in-differences
models were run limited to respondents in each of the five groups, to determine the extent to which
Birthright produced a significant impact for participants in each group. Table B2 shows the five
models run to confirm that Birthright’s impact on connection to Israel was evident for all five
groups, as discussed in the report. In each model, the interaction term was positive and significant at
p<.01 or lower, indicating that Birthright does have a positive effect on connection to Israel for
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participants in all five classes. Complete results for all models discussed in this report are available
upon request.
Table B2: Example difference in differences model evaluating Birthright's impact on connection
to Israel by LCA Class.
Ancestry

Secular Peoplehood
Random-effects ordered logistic regression
Group variable: rgidmember

Number of obs
Number of groups

Random effects u_i ~ Gaussian

Obs per group:

Integration method: mvaghermite

Integration pts.

=

12

Log likelihood

Wald chi2(3)
Prob > chi2

=
=

176.18
0.0000

= -1156.8356

=
=

1,034
533

min =
avg =
max =

1
1.9
2

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------connection |
Coef.
Std. Err.
z
P>|z|
[95% Conf. Interval]
--------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------|
1.rgparticipant2 |
.1843419
.3101554
0.59
0.552
-.4235516
.7922354
2.time |
.5142313
.3020873
1.70
0.089
-.077849
1.106312
|
rgparticipant2#time |
1 2 |
1.749232
.3426069
5.11
0.000
1.077735
2.42073
--------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------/cut1 | -.6955467
.2836902
-1.251569
-.1395241
/cut2 |
2.353498
.3040925
1.757487
2.949508
/cut3 |
5.253682
.3788101
4.511227
5.996136
--------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------/sigma2_u |
3.324965
.5654212
2.382525
4.6402
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------LR test vs. ologit model: chibar2(01) = 105.99
Prob >= chibar2 = 0.0000
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Casual Religious

Random-effects ordered logistic regression
Group variable: rgidmember

Number of obs
Number of groups

Random effects u_i ~ Gaussian

Obs per group:

Integration method: mvaghermite

Integration pts.

=

12

Log likelihood

Wald chi2(3)
Prob > chi2

=
=

175.99
0.0000

= -1716.5615

=
=

1,470
753

min =
avg =
max =

1
2.0
2

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------connection |
Coef.
Std. Err.
z
P>|z|
[95% Conf. Interval]
--------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------|
1.rgparticipant2 |
.1675123
.2510332
0.67
0.505
-.3245037
.6595283
2.time |
.2480087
.2268753
1.09
0.274
-.1966588
.6926762
|
rgparticipant2#time |
1 2 |
1.540803
.2642869
5.83
0.000
1.022811
2.058796
--------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------/cut1 | -3.016179
.2577381
-3.521337
-2.511022
/cut2 |
.3042701
.2259817
-.1386458
.7471861
/cut3 |
2.931092
.2519424
2.437294
3.42489
--------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------/sigma2_u |
4.006805
.5338495
3.085942
5.202459
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------LR test vs. ologit model: chibar2(01) = 189.00
Prob >= chibar2 = 0.0000
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Connected

Random-effects ordered logistic regression
Group variable: rgidmember

Number of obs
Number of groups

Random effects u_i ~ Gaussian

Obs per group:

Integration method: mvaghermite

Integration pts.

=

12

Log likelihood

Wald chi2(3)
Prob > chi2

=
=

146.42
0.0000

= -1739.1742

=
=

1,747
899

min =
avg =
max =

1
1.9
2

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------connection |
Coef.
Std. Err.
z
P>|z|
[95% Conf. Interval]
--------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------|
1.rgparticipant2 | -.1631268
.2563015
-0.64
0.524
-.6654685
.339215
2.time | -.2306868
.2423367
-0.95
0.341
-.7056579
.2442844
|
rgparticipant2#time |
1 2 |
1.802958
.2774836
6.50
0.000
1.2591
2.346816
--------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------/cut1 | -5.539856
.3521734
-6.230103
-4.849609
/cut2 | -2.125185
.2500829
-2.615338
-1.635031
/cut3 |
.7065414
.2363794
.2432463
1.169836
--------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------/sigma2_u |
4.011916
.5448663
3.074315
5.235464
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------LR test vs. ologit model: chibar2(01) = 189.39
Prob >= chibar2 = 0.0000
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Committed

Random-effects ordered logistic regression
Group variable: rgidmember

Number of obs
Number of groups

Random effects u_i ~ Gaussian

Obs per group:

Integration method: mvaghermite

Integration pts.

=

12

Log likelihood

Wald chi2(3)
Prob > chi2

=
=

42.99
0.0000

= -530.59622

=
=

672
348

min =
avg =
max =

1
1.9
2

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------connection |
Coef.
Std. Err.
z
P>|z|
[95% Conf. Interval]
--------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------|
1.rgparticipant2 |
.3370981
.4417683
0.76
0.445
-.5287518
1.202948
2.time |
.3148103
.3527052
0.89
0.372
-.3764793
1.0061
|
rgparticipant2#time |
1 2 |
1.512397
.4497127
3.36
0.001
.630976
2.393817
--------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------/cut1 | -6.304967
.6720663
-7.622193
-4.987742
/cut2 | -3.489256
.467002
-4.404563
-2.573949
/cut3 |
-.463469
.3793145
-1.206912
.2799737
--------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------/sigma2_u |
7.084341
1.657695
4.478404
11.20665
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------LR test vs. ologit model: chibar2(01) = 88.69
Prob >= chibar2 = 0.0000

Movement between Groups
In this report we evaluate Birthright’s impact with respect to a variety of outcome measures on
participants who were assigned to each of the five groups based on their pre-trip responses. We do
not, however, analyze the extent to which Birthright causes individuals to change from one group to
another. Thus, we do not analyze whether any participants who were classified as being in the
“ancestry” group in the pre-trip survey would have been classified as “Connected” in the post trip
survey. This section explains the rationale behind this decision.
The analytic method, Latent Class Analysis (LCA), used to create the five groups described in this
report was employed in order to better understand the general concept of Jewish identity. As such,
our criteria for selecting items to include in the LCA was based on the item’s ability to distinguish
different dimensions of Jewish identity, regardless of its empirical or theoretical connection to
Birthright Israel. As such, we included a number of items in the LCA even though past research has
already demonstrated that Birthright has little or no impact on them. Furthermore, we included a
number of items, such as the importance of religion and attitudes toward synagogue attendance and
keeping kosher, that Birthright does not necessarily attempt to impact, but that are nevertheless
important in distinguishing different categories of Jewish identity.
Because the classes are defined by items for which Birthright does not (and in some cases should
not) impact, exploring whether Birthright caused participants to move from one class to another is
not a reliable indicator of Birthright’s overall impact. For example, Birthright does not intend to
impact whether participants see Jews as “God’s chosen people,” or whether religion is an important
part of their lives, but these beliefs are an important part of what it means to have an Ancestry
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versus Casual Religious conception of Jewish identity. Thus, it is unlikely that Birthright will induce a
substantial number of participants to become Committed Jews, and indeed, it may not even wish to
produce such an effect. As such, we do not attempt to answer this question.
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Technical Appendix C: Tables
Note: Analyses pertaining to trip evaluations, applicant demographics, and post-trip contacts were
run on a respondent-level dataset. Analyses of Birthright’s impact were run on a reshaped,
observation level dataset, where observations for the pre and post trip survey are nested within
respondents. Only respondents who responded to both surveys are included in these analyses.
Table C1 - Overall Rating of the Trip by Jewish Identity Group. Weighted two-way table of
frequencies with 95% confidence intervals
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
3,135

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
3,135
= 32,764.872
=
2,474
= 22,597.957
=
3,128

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Overall, how would
|
you rate your
|
Birthright Israel
|
Jewish ID class
experience?
|
Ancestry
Secular
Casual r
Connecte
Committe
Total
---------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1. Waste of time |
.0076
.0108
6.7e-04
.0063
.0085
.0066
|
[.0025,.0234]
[.0046,.0251] [9.4e-05,.0047]
[.0025,.0156]
[.0021,.0333]
[.004,.0109]
|
2. OK |
.0613
.0295
.0541
.0151
.0145
.0341
|
[.0403,.0922]
[.0183,.0473]
[.0333,.0868]
[.0086,.0263]
[.0054,.038]
[.0268,.0432]
|
3. Good |
.126
.0934
.0755
.1086
.0473
.0948
|
[.0945,.1661]
[.0704,.123]
[.054,.1045]
[.0848,.138]
[.0263,.0835]
[.0826,.1085]
|
4. Great |
.3884
.2652
.3364
.2449
.2387
.2915
|
[.3373,.4421]
[.2266,.3078]
[.2916,.3844]
[.2117,.2816]
[.1839,.3037]
[.2718,.3121]
|
5. One of the best e |
.4167
.6011
.5333
.6251
.6911
.573
|
[.365,.4703]
[.5556,.6449]
[.4839,.582]
[.5847,.6638]
[.6239,.7511]
[.551,.5947]
|
Total |
1
1
1
1
1
1
|
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Key:

column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]

Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(16)
= 125.7906
F(15.26, 47718.33)=
5.5196

P = 0.0000
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Table C2 - Quality of interactions with Israelis on the bus by Jewish Identity Group. Weighted
two-way table of frequencies with 95% confidence intervals
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
3,162

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
3,162
= 33,052.818
=
2,501
= 22,885.904
=
3,155

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------[The Israeli
|
participants who
|
joined your bus ]
|
Overall, how would
|
Jewish ID class
you describe
|
Ancestry
Secular
Casual r
Connecte
Committe
Total
---------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1. Extremelynegative |
.0014
.0034
0
.0028
.004
.0023
| [3.5e-04,.0058] [6.0e-04,.0188]
[7.0e-04,.0112]
[5.6e-04,.028] [9.4e-04,.0054]
|
2. Negative |
.0091
.0022
.0013
.0036
.009
.0043
|
[.0025,.0319] [4.3e-04,.0112] [3.1e-04,.0054]
[.001,.0131]
[.0026,.0311]
[.0022,.0082]
|
3. Somewhatnegative |
.0221
.0142
.0083
.0141
.004
.0132
|
[.0109,.0442]
[.0069,.029]
[.0029,.0233]
[.0075,.0264]
[5.6e-04,.028]
[.0092,.0189]
|
4. Somewhatpositive |
.1096
.0572
.0554
.0594
.055
.0659
|
[.0803,.1479]
[.0392,.0828]
[.0378,.0805]
[.0443,.0792]
[.0317,.0937]
[.0561,.0772]
|
5. Positive |
.2884
.2352
.3748
.2653
.2639
.2846
|
[.2429,.3386]
[.1993,.2754]
[.3285,.4235]
[.231,.3026]
[.2079,.3286]
[.2652,.3048]
|
6. Extremelypositive |
.5694
.6878
.5602
.6548
.6641
.6298
|
[.5159,.6213]
[.6445,.728]
[.5112,.6081]
[.6158,.6919]
[.597,.7252]
[.6085,.6507]
|
Total |
1
1
1
1
1
1
|
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(20)
=
74.0982
F(18.76, 59189.04)=
2.6853

P = 0.0001

Table C3 - Enjoyment of Shabbat on trip by Jewish Identity Group. Weighted two-way table of
frequencies with 95% confidence intervals
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
3,142

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
3,142
= 32,827.923
=
2,481
= 22,661.008
=
3,135

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------To what extent did
|
you enjoy
|
celebrating Shabbat |
during your
|
Jewish ID class
Birthright trip?
|
Ancestry
Secular
Casual r
Connecte
Committe
Total
---------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1. Not at all |
.0232
.0352
.0136
.0224
.0167
.0231
| [.0118,.0451] [.0224,.0551] [.0064,.0289] [.0133,.0376] [.0059,.0464] [.0176,.0304]
|
2. A little |
.1222
.0973
.0701
.0637
.0483
.0809
| [.0913,.1617] [.0735,.1279]
[.047,.1033]
[.047,.0859] [.0268,.0855] [.0696,.0939]
|
3. Somewhat |
.3302
.2339
.2774
.2103
.159
.244
| [.2813,.3832] [.1973,.2749] [.2359,.3232] [.1787,.2458] [.1139,.2177] [.2255,.2636]
|
4. Very much |
.5243
.6335
.6389
.7035
.776
.6519
| [.4705,.5776] [.5885,.6763] [.5902,.6849]
[.665,.7393]
[.713,.8286] [.6306,.6727]
|
Total |
1
1
1
1
1
1
|
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(12)
=
87.5682
F(11.91, 37338.03)=
4.6906

P = 0.0000
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Table C4 - Keeping in touch by Jewish Identity Group. Weighted two-way tables of frequencies
with 95% confidence intervals
Other North American Participants from my bus
(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
3,133

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
3,133
= 32,751.755
=
2,472
= 22,584.84
=
3,126

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------[Other North
|
American
|
participants from
|
your bus] Since your |
Jewish ID class
return from the tri |
Ancestry
Secular
Casual r
Connecte
Committe
Total
---------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------0. Never |
.102
.0539
.051
.0528
.041
.0596
| [.0722,.1423] [.0357,.0806] [.0327,.0787] [.0368,.0752] [.0221,.0751] [.0496,.0715]
|
1. Once |
.1059
.0586
.074
.0524
.0634
.0683
| [.0769,.1441] [.0409,.0834] [.0521,.1041] [.0364,.0749] [.0355,.1108] [.0578,.0805]
|
2. Twice |
.1386
.0981
.1062
.091
.0956
.1041
| [.1054,.1801] [.0739,.1291] [.0786,.1421] [.0703,.1172]
[.063,.1423] [.0913,.1185]
|
3. 3-5 times |
.2558
.2471
.2968
.2618
.2892
.2674
| [.2111,.3062] [.2098,.2886] [.2533,.3443] [.2276,.2991] [.2297,.3571] [.2481,.2876]
|
4. 6 times or more |
.3978
.5423
.472
.542
.5108
.5006
| [.3472,.4506] [.4964,.5875] [.4232,.5212]
[.501,.5824]
[.442,.5792] [.4785,.5227]
|
Total |
1
1
1
1
1
1
|
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(16)
=
64.7886
F(15.92, 49767.30)=
2.4874

P = 0.0009
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Israeli participants from my bus

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
3,133

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
3,133
= 32,738.726
=
2,472
= 22,571.811
=
3,126

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------[The Israeli
|
participants] Since |
your return from the |
trip, how often have |
Jewish ID class
you b
|
Ancestry
Secular
Casual r
Connecte
Committe
Total
---------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------0. Never |
.4208
.286
.2567
.2478
.3085
.2934
| [.3687,.4747] [.2464,.3291]
[.2161,.302] [.2146,.2842] [.2484,.3758] [.2737,.3139]
|
1. Once |
.1497
.151
.2154
.1461
.1554
.163
| [.1146,.1932] [.1214,.1864] [.1765,.2601]
[.12,.1767] [.1105,.2142] [.1472,.1802]
|
2. Twice |
.1362
.1223
.1931
.1709
.1659
.1579
| [.1034,.1773]
[.0944,.157] [.1568,.2356]
[.141,.2056] [.1203,.2243]
[.142,.1752]
|
3. 3-5 times |
.1997
.2539
.1938
.2175
.1766
.2139
| [.1607,.2453] [.2162,.2956]
[.1584,.235] [.1853,.2537] [.1306,.2345] [.1964,.2326]
|
4. 6 times or more |
.0937
.1868
.141
.2177
.1936
.1717
| [.0677,.1281] [.1541,.2246] [.1111,.1772] [.1864,.2527]
[.146,.2522]
[.156,.1886]
|
Total |
1
1
1
1
1
1
|
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(16)
= 110.2944
F(15.96, 49885.39)=
4.3353

P = 0.0000
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North American staff

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
3,131

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
3,131
= 32,723.79
=
2,470
= 22,556.875
=
3,124

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------[The North American |
staff ] Since your
|
return from the
|
trip, how often have |
Jewish ID class
you
|
Ancestry
Secular
Casual r
Connecte
Committe
Total
---------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------0. Never |
.4658
.3511
.3472
.2683
.2843
.3381
| [.4127,.5196] [.3087,.3959] [.3023,.3949] [.2338,.3059] [.2265,.3501] [.3176,.3592]
|
1. Once |
.1845
.1828
.2151
.1905
.1426
.1878
| [.1468,.2292] [.1491,.2221] [.1763,.2598] [.1596,.2258] [.1012,.1973] [.1708,.2061]
|
2. Twice |
.1178
.1132
.1478
.1349
.1265
.1288
| [.0875,.1568] [.0874,.1453]
[.1163,.186] [.1097,.1647] [.0864,.1816] [.1148,.1442]
|
3. 3-5 times |
.1411
.1843
.1534
.193
.1664
.1714
| [.1081,.182] [.1515,.2223] [.1203,.1936] [.1632,.2266] [.1216,.2234] [.1555,.1887]
|
4. 6 times or more |
.0909
.1687
.1365
.2134
.2802
.1738
| [.0645,.1266] [.1371,.2059] [.1071,.1725]
[.1816,.249] [.2222,.3465] [.1577,.1912]
|
Total |
1
1
1
1
1
1
|
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(16)
= 114.1156
F(15.97, 49903.43)=
4.4810

P = 0.0000
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Table C5 - Connection to Israel by time (pre trip/post-trip) for each Jewish identity group.
Birthright Participants only. Weighted two-way tables of frequencies with 95% confidence
intervals
Ancestry

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
818
= 7,112.3995
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
connection |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------1. Not at all |
.3485
.1125
.2305
| [.2983,.4024] [.0823,.1518] [.1996,.2646]
|
2. A little |
.4625
.3854
.424
| [.4084,.5176]
[.333,.4405]
[.386,.4629]
|
3. Somewhat |
.1614
.3785
.27
| [.1244,.2069]
[.327,.4329] [.2369,.3058]
|
4. Very much |
.0275
.1237
.0756
| [.0135,.0551]
[.0922,.164] [.0574,.0989]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(3)
= 875.4250
F(2.99, 18930.87)=
27.9968

P = 0.0000

Secular Peoplehood

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
1,120
= 10,116.031
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
connection |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------1. Not at all |
.1128
.0299
.0713
| [.087,.1449] [.0176,.0502] [.0564,.0898]
|
2. A little |
.3908
.2209
.3058
| [.3464,.437]
[.1847,.262]
[.2764,.337]
|
3. Somewhat |
.3373
.388
.3627
| [.2947,.3828] [.3436,.4343]
[.3316,.395]
|
4. Very much |
.1592
.3612
.2602
| [.1269,.1978] [.3174,.4073] [.2319,.2906]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(3)
= 561.5857
F(3.00, 18964.27)=
25.9703

P = 0.0000
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Casual religious

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
954
= 8,784.6284
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
connection |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------1. Not at all |
.1297
.04
.0849
| [.1006,.1657] [.0249,.0639] [.0677,.1059]
|
2. A little |
.4544
.2407
.3475
| [.4045,.5053] [.1996,.2871]
[.314,.3827]
|
3. Somewhat |
.3162
.4508
.3835
| [.2718,.3642] [.4011,.5015] [.3495,.4186]
|
4. Very much |
.0997
.2685
.1841
| [.0716,.137] [.2262,.3156] [.1576,.2139]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(3)
= 678.4742
F(2.98, 18877.84)=
26.7221

P = 0.0000

Connected

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
1,400
= 12,868.803
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
connection |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------1. Not at all |
.018
.0051
.0116
|
[.01,.0323] [.0019,.0138] [.0069,.0192]
|
2. A little |
.1891
.0868
.138
| [.1597,.2225]
[.067,.1119] [.1196,.1586]
|
3. Somewhat |
.4026
.298
.3503
| [.3626,.4439] [.2612,.3375] [.3227,.3788]
|
4. Very much |
.3904
.6101
.5002
| [.3502,.432]
[.569,.6497] [.4709,.5296]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(3)
= 345.1809
F(2.96, 18757.66)=
22.3301

P = 0.0000
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Committed

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
468
= 4,491.4344
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
connection |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------1. Not at all |
.0154
.0139
.0146
| [.0048,.0482] [.0035,.0537]
[.006,.0354]
|
2. A little |
.0897
.0373
.0635
| [.0567,.139] [.0184,.0742] [.0432,.0924]
|
3. Somewhat |
.2912
.1497
.2204
| [.2315,.3591] [.1058,.2075] [.1818,.2646]
|
4. Very much |
.6037
.7992
.7015
| [.5331,.6703] [.7361,.8502] [.6538,.7451]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(3)
= 298.8800
F(2.97, 18811.84)=
5.7412

P = 0.0007
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Table C6 - Confidence understanding the current situation in Israel by time (pre trip/post-trip)
for each Jewish identity group. Birthright Participants only. Weighted two-way tables of
frequencies with 95% confidence intervals
Ancestry

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
812
= 7,082.2012
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
confidentisr |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------1. Strongly disagree |
.2347
.0334
.134
| [.1923,.2831]
[.0177,.062] [.1102,.1621]
|
2. Disagree |
.2787
.1337
.2062
|
[.2327,.33]
[.101,.1747] [.1769,.2389]
|
3. Somewhat disagree |
.1983
.167
.1827
| [.1578,.2463] [.1301,.2119] [.1544,.2147]
|
4. Somewhat agree |
.2029
.3797
.2913
| [.161,.2523]
[.328,.4342]
[.2571,.328]
|
5. Agree |
.0659
.2378
.1519
| [.0414,.1033] [.1929,.2894] [.1248,.1835]
|
6. Strongly agree |
.0195
.0485
.034
| [.0084,.0448] [.0293,.0793]
[.022,.0521]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(5)
= 1166.3312
F(4.97, 31483.96)=
21.6546

P = 0.0000
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Secular Peoplehood

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
1,118
= 10,092.239
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
confidentisr |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------1. Strongly disagree |
.1709
.0164
.0937
| [.1394,.2077] [.0079,.0338]
[.0766,.114]
|
2. Disagree |
.2454
.0713
.1583
| [.2079,.2871] [.0508,.0994]
[.136,.1836]
|
3. Somewhat disagree |
.1995
.1416
.1706
| [.1652,.2389] [.1126,.1767] [.1475,.1964]
|
4. Somewhat agree |
.2666
.4274
.347
| [.2265,.311]
[.382,.474] [.3162,.3792]
|
5. Agree |
.086
.2365
.1612
| [.0626,.1169] [.1994,.2782] [.1384,.1871]
|
6. Strongly agree |
.0317
.1067
.0692
| [.0175,.0567] [.0788,.1429] [.0527,.0904]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(5)
= 1206.9248
F(4.94, 31286.31)=
31.7049

P = 0.0000
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Casual religious

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
936
= 8,663.9293
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
confidentisr |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------1. Strongly disagree |
.1539
.0299
.0919
| [.1208,.1939] [.0169,.0524] [.0733,.1146]
|
2. Disagree |
.2719
.0801
.176
| [.2297,.3187] [.0571,.1114] [.1508,.2045]
|
3. Somewhat disagree |
.2388
.1368
.1878
| [.1986,.2844] [.1063,.1743]
[.1618,.217]
|
4. Somewhat agree |
.2425
.461
.3518
| [.2011,.2894] [.4107,.5121]
[.318,.3871]
|
5. Agree |
.0765
.2389
.1577
| [.0513,.1126] [.1972,.2863] [.1321,.1872]
|
6. Strongly agree |
.0164
.0534
.0349
|
[.007,.038]
[.0348,.081] [.0237,.0509]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(5)
= 1226.1079
F(4.96, 31370.96)=
27.7050

P = 0.0000
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Connected

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
1,394
= 12,829.232
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
confidentisr |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------1. Strongly disagree |
.0809
.0112
.046
| [.0623,.1046] [.0055,.0224]
[.036,.0588]
|
2. Disagree |
.2002
.0399
.12
| [.1693,.2351] [.0272,.0581]
[.1026,.14]
|
3. Somewhat disagree |
.215
.1026
.1588
| [.1832,.2506] [.0807,.1298]
[.1388,.181]
|
4. Somewhat agree |
.294
.3821
.338
| [.2576,.3332] [.3428,.4229] [.3109,.3662]
|
5. Agree |
.135
.3225
.2287
| [.1081,.1673] [.2844,.3631]
[.2044,.255]
|
6. Strongly agree |
.075
.1418
.1084
| [.0543,.1027] [.1141,.1748] [.0904,.1293]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(5)
= 977.2965
F(4.92, 31138.69)=
35.3646

P = 0.0000
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Committed

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
468
= 4,478.6788
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
confidentisr |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------1. Strongly disagree |
.0402
.0252
.0327
| [.0213,.0746] [.0107,.0586] [.0196,.0541]
|
2. Disagree |
.0869
.0215
.0542
| [.055,.1345]
[.009,.0508] [.0361,.0807]
|
3. Somewhat disagree |
.1501
.0774
.1138
| [.1071,.2066] [.0475,.1235] [.0862,.1487]
|
4. Somewhat agree |
.3704
.281
.3257
| [.3051,.4409]
[.2225,.348] [.2808,.3741]
|
5. Agree |
.2338
.3344
.2841
| [.1788,.2994]
[.271,.4044] [.2409,.3316]
|
6. Strongly agree |
.1186
.2605
.1895
| [.0791,.1741]
[.203,.3275]
[.153,.2324]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(5)
= 472.8774
F(4.98, 31488.76)=
6.0129

P = 0.0000
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Table C7 - Following News about Israel by time (pre trip/post-trip) for each Jewish identity
group. Birthright Participants only. Weighted two-way tables of frequencies with 95%
confidence intervals
Ancestry

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
814
= 7,113.3661
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
isrnews |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------1. Not at all |
.2297
.1276
.1786
| [.1882,.2772] [.0953,.1686] [.1515,.2094]
|
2. Not very closely |
.5815
.5203
.5509
| [.5267,.6343] [.4652,.5749]
[.512,.5892]
|
3. Fairly closely |
.1642
.3109
.2376
| [.1277,.2087] [.2625,.3638] [.2062,.2721]
|
4. Very closely |
.0246
.0413
.0329
| [.0113,.0527] [.0235,.0714] [.0209,.0516]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(3)
= 260.0533
F(2.97, 18815.36)=
8.2875

P = 0.0000

Secular Peoplehood

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
1,118
= 10,093.837
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
isrnews |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------1. Not at all |
.146
.0689
.1074
| [.1168,.181]
[.0485,.097] [.0889,.1292]
|
2. Not very closely |
.4615
.4053
.4334
| [.4155,.5083] [.3605,.4516] [.4011,.4663]
|
3. Fairly closely |
.3309
.4247
.3778
|
[.288,.377] [.3794,.4714] [.3463,.4105]
|
4. Very closely |
.0615
.1012
.0813
| [.0421,.0891] [.0744,.1362]
[.064,.1028]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(3)
= 166.7084
F(2.99, 18938.05)=
7.4664

P = 0.0001
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Casual religious

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
952
= 8,808.4915
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
isrnews |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------1. Not at all |
.1808
.0984
.1396
| [.1462,.2214] [.0727,.1317] [.1173,.1653]
|
2. Not very closely |
.5554
.4881
.5218
| [.5047,.605] [.4379,.5386]
[.486,.5574]
|
3. Fairly closely |
.2297
.3708
.3002
| [.1891,.2761] [.3228,.4214]
[.268,.3346]
|
4. Very closely |
.0341
.0427
.0384
| [.0188,.0611]
[.0266,.068] [.0265,.0555]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(3)
= 198.8654
F(2.99, 18904.65)=
7.6710

P = 0.0000

Connected

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
1,394
= 12,828.869
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
isrnews |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------1. Not at all |
.0855
.0557
.0706
| [.0661,.1099] [.0388,.0793] [.0572,.0869]
|
2. Not very closely |
.3889
.3018
.3454
|
[.3494,.43] [.2654,.3409] [.3182,.3736]
|
3. Fairly closely |
.4259
.4821
.454
| [.3853,.4676] [.4407,.5237] [.4249,.4834]
|
4. Very closely |
.0997
.1604
.1301
| [.076,.1298] [.1313,.1946] [.1107,.1523]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(3)
= 110.5505
F(2.99, 18922.90)=
6.2415

P = 0.0003
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Committed

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
472
= 4,499.5478
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
isrnews |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------1. Not at all |
.0922
.0521
.0722
| [.0576,.1443] [.0294,.0908] [.0501,.1028]
|
2. Not very closely |
.2933
.2389
.2661
| [.2347,.3596] [.1845,.3034] [.2251,.3115]
|
3. Fairly closely |
.4693
.4984
.4839
| [.4002,.5397] [.4286,.5682] [.4345,.5335]
|
4. Very closely |
.1452
.2106
.1779
| [.1021,.2023]
[.158,.275] [.1425,.2198]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(3)
=
F(3.00, 18972.49)=

93.7099
1.9401

P = 0.1208
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Table C8 - Opinion about the two-state solution by time (pre trip/post-trip) for each Jewish
identity group. Birthright Participants only. Weighted two-way tables of frequencies with 95%
confidence intervals
Ancestry

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
810
= 7,063.2448
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
twostates |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------1. Strongly oppose |
.0169
.0138
.0154
| [.0071,.0396] [.0052,.0366]
[.008,.0292]
|
2. Somewhat oppose |
.043
.0597
.0514
| [.0254,.072] [.0373,.0943] [.0361,.0725]
|
3. Other |
.1387
.1672
.1529
| [.1039,.1827] [.1295,.2132] [.1264,.1838]
|
4. Somewhat support |
.2167
.3065
.2616
| [.1741,.2663]
[.2578,.36] [.2284,.2977]
|
5. Strongly support |
.203
.1993
.2011
| [.1611,.2525] [.1584,.2477]
[.1711,.235]
|
6. Don't know |
.3818
.2535
.3176
| [.3305,.4359] [.2098,.3028] [.2832,.3542]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(5)
= 149.0733
F(4.99, 31589.79)=
2.8593

P = 0.0139
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Secular Peoplehood

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
1,106
= 9,979.7039
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
twostates |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------1. Strongly oppose |
.0405
.0535
.047
| [.0239,.0679] [.0339,.0834] [.0333,.0659]
|
2. Somewhat oppose |
.0577
.0541
.0559
| [.039,.0845] [.0365,.0794] [.0424,.0734]
|
3. Other |
.1513
.1371
.1442
| [.1205,.1882] [.1076,.1731] [.1222,.1693]
|
4. Somewhat support |
.2411
.2702
.2557
| [.2028,.2841]
[.231,.3134] [.2278,.2857]
|
5. Strongly support |
.1489
.2249
.1869
| [.1177,.1867] [.1872,.2678] [.1617,.2151]
|
6. Don't know |
.3605
.2602
.3103
| [.3176,.4058]
[.2223,.302]
[.2812,.341]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(5)
= 113.7964
F(4.93, 31189.48)=
2.9350

P = 0.0123
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Casual religious

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
936
= 8,622.7958
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
twostates |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------1. Strongly oppose |
.0392
.0413
.0403
| [.0227,.0668]
[.0252,.067] [.0279,.0577]
|
2. Somewhat oppose |
.0749
.072
.0734
| [.0501,.1104] [.0474,.1077]
[.055,.0973]
|
3. Other |
.2036
.1978
.2007
| [.1653,.2481] [.1601,.2419] [.1732,.2314]
|
4. Somewhat support |
.2263
.2948
.2606
| [.1865,.2718] [.2503,.3436] [.2301,.2936]
|
5. Strongly support |
.0651
.1176
.0914
| [.0444,.0946] [.0885,.1547] [.0727,.1142]
|
6. Don't know |
.391
.2764
.3337
| [.3429,.4413]
[.2342,.323]
[.3011,.368]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(5)
= 139.3840
F(4.95, 31356.54)=
3.0922

P = 0.0088
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Connected

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
1,390
= 12,783.036
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
twostates |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------1. Strongly oppose |
.1012
.0808
.091
| [.078,.1304] [.0603,.1075]
[.075,.1101]
|
2. Somewhat oppose |
.1212
.1331
.1272
| [.0957,.1525] [.1066,.1649] [.1082,.1489]
|
3. Other |
.1571
.1609
.159
| [.1283,.1909] [.1328,.1935]
[.1384,.182]
|
4. Somewhat support |
.1942
.2628
.2285
| [.1632,.2295] [.2279,.3009] [.2047,.2541]
|
5. Strongly support |
.1313
.1541
.1427
| [.1053,.1626] [.1259,.1874]
[.123,.165]
|
6. Don't know |
.2949
.2083
.2516
| [.2596,.3328] [.1772,.2434] [.2277,.2771]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(5)
=
F(4.99, 31578.23)=

94.5974
3.2200

P = 0.0066
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Committed

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
468
= 4,478.6788
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
twostates |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------1. Strongly oppose |
.3193
.3344
.3268
| [.2565,.3894] [.2706,.4048] [.2812,.3759]
|
2. Somewhat oppose |
.1169
.1639
.1404
| [.0782,.1711] [.1167,.2254] [.1084,.1799]
|
3. Other |
.1522
.1449
.1486
| [.1096,.2076]
[.103,.2001] [.1174,.1862]
|
4. Somewhat support |
.1681
.1287
.1484
| [.1201,.2302]
[.088,.1846] [.1155,.1887]
|
5. Strongly support |
.0567
.0586
.0576
| [.0317,.0994] [.0338,.0996]
[.0387,.085]
|
6. Don't know |
.1869
.1695
.1782
| [.1401,.2449] [.1247,.2262] [.1446,.2175]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(5)
=
F(4.98, 31517.87)=

45.9377
0.5681

P = 0.7238
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Table C9 - Opinion of BDS by time (pre trip/post-trip) for each Jewish identity group. Birthright
Participants only. Weighted two-way tables of frequencies with 95% confidence intervals
Ancestry

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
640
= 5,399.4535
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
orgsbds |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------1. Veryunfavorable |
.0831
.0784
.0807
| [.0528,.1285]
[.05,.1209]
[.0587,.11]
|
2. Mostlyunfavorable |
.0604
.1286
.0945
| [.0356,.1009] [.0907,.1793] [.0706,.1255]
|
3. Mostlyfavorable |
.0514
.0559
.0537
| [.029,.0895] [.0339,.0908] [.0368,.0776]
|
4. Veryfavorable |
.0221
.0113
.0167
| [.009,.0532] [.0034,.0367] [.0081,.0339]
|
5. Noopinion |
.1489
.1273
.1381
| [.1099,.1987] [.0924,.1728] [.1109,.1707]
|
6. Neverheard of it |
.6341
.5986
.6163
| [.5709,.6929] [.5359,.6582] [.5721,.6587]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(5)
=
F(4.98, 31525.38)=

98.5904
1.4538

P = 0.2016
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Secular Peoplehood

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
882
= 7,932.4588
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
orgsbds |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------1. Veryunfavorable |
.1722
.2627
.2175
| [.1342,.2183] [.2176,.3135] [.1871,.2513]
|
2. Mostlyunfavorable |
.0616
.0764
.069
|
[.04,.0936] [.0523,.1102]
[.052,.0911]
|
3. Mostlyfavorable |
.0383
.047
.0427
| [.0231,.063]
[.029,.0752] [.0301,.0602]
|
4. Veryfavorable |
.0194
.0145
.017
| [.0087,.0428] [.0059,.0352] [.0093,.0307]
|
5. Noopinion |
.1548
.1687
.1618
|
[.121,.196] [.1332,.2114] [.1366,.1906]
|
6. Neverheard of it |
.5535
.4307
.4921
| [.5004,.6054] [.3797,.4832] [.4549,.5294]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(5)
= 120.1977
F(4.98, 31523.55)=
2.5491

P = 0.0261
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Casual religious

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
758
= 7,049.3619
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
orgsbds |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------1. Veryunfavorable |
.1194
.1823
.1508
| [.0856,.1642] [.1399,.2341] [.1226,.1842]
|
2. Mostlyunfavorable |
.0763
.0706
.0735
| [.0495,.1159]
[.047,.1048] [.0546,.0982]
|
3. Mostlyfavorable |
.0343
.0118
.0231
| [.0187,.0621] [.0052,.0266]
[.014,.0377]
|
4. Veryfavorable |
.0118
.0077
.0098
| [.0042,.0324] [.0021,.0285] [.0044,.0218]
|
5. Noopinion |
.1827
.1972
.19
|
[.1434,.23] [.1567,.2453] [.1609,.2229]
|
6. Neverheard of it |
.5754
.5304
.5529
| [.5183,.6307] [.4736,.5864] [.5126,.5925]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(5)
=
F(4.90, 31003.25)=

87.4219
1.6877

P = 0.1353
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Connected

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
1,118
= 10,144.093
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
orgsbds |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------1. Veryunfavorable |
.344
.4277
.3858
| [.3002,.3906]
[.382,.4746] [.3539,.4188]
|
2. Mostlyunfavorable |
.0666
.0718
.0692
| [.0469,.0938]
[.0516,.099] [.0544,.0876]
|
3. Mostlyfavorable |
.0412
.0235
.0324
| [.0265,.0637]
[.013,.0423]
[.0227,.046]
|
4. Veryfavorable |
.0061
.0077
.0069
| [.0017,.0219] [.0026,.0226]
[.003,.0157]
|
5. Noopinion |
.1477
.1296
.1387
| [.1183,.183] [.1011,.1646] [.1176,.1628]
|
6. Neverheard of it |
.3944
.3398
.3671
|
[.3505,.44] [.2981,.3842] [.3365,.3988]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(5)
=
F(4.98, 31516.30)=

61.8753
1.7118

P = 0.1283
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Committed

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
366
= 3,563.6561
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
orgsbds |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------------1. Veryunfavorable |
.5103
.5582
.5342
|
[.4311,.5889]
[.4787,.6348]
[.478,.5896]
|
2. Mostlyunfavorable |
.0328
.0275
.0302
|
[.0126,.0826]
[.0094,.078]
[.0148,.0605]
|
3. Mostlyfavorable |
.0053
.0053
.0053
| [7.5e-04,.0368] [7.5e-04,.0368]
[.0013,.021]
|
4. Veryfavorable |
.0087
.0052
.007
|
[.0012,.0593]
[.0011,.0246]
[.0018,.0268]
|
5. Noopinion |
.0951
.0748
.0849
|
[.06,.1474]
[.0433,.126]
[.0598,.1192]
|
6. Neverheard of it |
.3477
.329
.3384
|
[.2769,.426]
[.2599,.4065]
[.2879,.3928]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(5)
=
F(4.86, 30777.27)=

20.4588
0.2074

P = 0.9568
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Table C10 - Feeling part of a worldwide Jewish community by time (pre trip/post-trip) for each
Jewish identity group. Birthright Participants only. Weighted two-way tables of frequencies with
95% confidence intervals
Ancestry

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
808
= 7,036.9989
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
jewfeelworld |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------1. Not at all |
.2429
.1293
.1861
| [.1982,.2939] [.0958,.1722] [.1572,.2189]
|
2. A little |
.4455
.376
.4108
| [.3915,.5007]
[.3241,.431]
[.373,.4496]
|
3. Somewhat |
.2853
.3725
.3289
| [.2375,.3385]
[.321,.4272] [.2932,.3668]
|
4. Very much |
.0263
.1221
.0742
|
[.014,.049] [.0905,.1628]
[.0565,.097]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(3)
= 360.9524
F(2.99, 18908.30)=
12.2102

P = 0.0000

Secular Peoplehood

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
1,126
= 10,206.261
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
jewfeelworld |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------1. Not at all |
.0797
.0268
.0533
| [.0585,.1077] [.0157,.0453] [.0407,.0694]
|
2. A little |
.2939
.1924
.2432
| [.2536,.3379] [.1587,.2314] [.2163,.2723]
|
3. Somewhat |
.399
.4226
.4108
| [.3543,.4454] [.3772,.4693] [.3787,.4436]
|
4. Very much |
.2274
.3582
.2928
| [.1902,.2694]
[.315,.4038] [.2637,.3237]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(3)
= 245.0768
F(2.99, 18940.75)=
11.7812

P = 0.0000
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Casual religious

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
946
= 8,681.4328
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
jewfeelworld |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------1. Not at all |
.0864
.0454
.0659
| [.0623,.1189] [.0287,.0712] [.0505,.0857]
|
2. A little |
.3294
.2815
.3055
| [.2831,.3793] [.2375,.3302]
[.273,.34]
|
3. Somewhat |
.4614
.3692
.4153
| [.4114,.5123]
[.322,.4191]
[.3805,.451]
|
4. Very much |
.1227
.3039
.2133
| [.0934,.1595] [.2593,.3524]
[.1854,.244]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(3)
= 328.7222
F(3.00, 18971.52)=
13.0515

P = 0.0000

Connected

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
1,388
= 12,765.891
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
jewfeelworld |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------1. Not at all |
.027
.015
.021
| [.0164,.0442] [.0067,.0332] [.0136,.0322]
|
2. A little |
.0894
.0761
.0827
| [.0683,.1162] [.0566,.1016] [.0678,.1006]
|
3. Somewhat |
.3561
.3083
.3322
| [.3174,.3967]
[.271,.3483] [.3051,.3605]
|
4. Very much |
.5275
.6006
.5641
| [.4858,.5689] [.5589,.6409] [.5346,.5931]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(3)
=
F(2.96, 18757.03)=

40.2014
2.1446

P = 0.0932
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Committed

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
466
= 4,480.5181
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
jewfeelworld |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------------1. Not at all |
.0115
.0042
.0079
|
[.0028,.0462] [5.9e-04,.0294]
[.0025,.0249]
|
2. A little |
.0445
.0317
.0381
|
[.0234,.0831]
[.0148,.0665]
[.0233,.0616]
|
3. Somewhat |
.1816
.1603
.1709
|
[.1335,.2421]
[.1164,.2168]
[.1371,.211]
|
4. Very much |
.7624
.8038
.7831
|
[.6975,.817]
[.7439,.8525]
[.7399,.8208]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(3)
=
F(3.00, 18976.79)=

25.2565
0.5476

P = 0.6496
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Table C11 - Importance of being Jewish by time (pre trip/post-trip) for each Jewish identity
group. Birthright Participants only. Weighted two-way tables of frequencies with 95%
confidence intervals
Ancestry

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
838
= 7,328.5442
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
jewimpjew |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------1. Not at all important |
.043
.0573
.0502
| [.0258,.0707] [.0359,.0903] [.0356,.0703]
|
2. Not too important |
.2757
.1635
.2196
| [.2298,.3269] [.1265,.2087] [.1892,.2533]
|
3. Somewhat important |
.6249
.5684
.5966
| [.5712,.6757] [.5139,.6212] [.5585,.6337]
|
4. Very important |
.0564
.2108
.1336
| [.0365,.0862]
[.1702,.258] [.1099,.1615]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(3)
= 388.3681
F(3.00, 18961.77)=
13.3158

P = 0.0000

Secular Peoplehood

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
1,138
= 10,300.702
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
jewimpjew |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------1. Not at all important |
.0061
.0089
.0075
| [.0015,.0238] [.0032,.0249] [.0033,.0171]
|
2. Not too important |
.0679
.0341
.051
| [.0474,.0965] [.0208,.0553] [.0381,.0679]
|
3. Somewhat important |
.505
.4128
.4589
| [.4588,.5512]
[.368,.4591] [.4265,.4917]
|
4. Very important |
.421
.5442
.4826
| [.3759,.4674] [.4978,.5899]
[.45,.5154]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(3)
= 116.5993
F(2.97, 18770.46)=
5.0340

P = 0.0018
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Casual religious

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
964
= 8,899.5859
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
jewimpjew |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------1. Not at all important |
.0044
.0166
.0105
| [.0013,.0149] [.0078,.0351] [.0055,.0201]
|
2. Not too important |
.0758
.0828
.0793
| [.0527,.108] [.0565,.1198] [.0609,.1027]
|
3. Somewhat important |
.6191
.4666
.5429
| [.5691,.6667]
[.417,.5169] [.5073,.5781]
|
4. Very important |
.3006
.434
.3673
| [.2566,.3487]
[.3852,.484]
[.3339,.402]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(3)
= 167.9447
F(2.90, 18324.41)=
7.0513

P = 0.0001

Connected

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
1,416
= 13,003.354
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
jewimpjew |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------------1. Not at all important |
0
0
0
|
|
2. Not too important |
0
.005
.0025
|
[.0017,.0147] [8.5e-04,.0073]
|
3. Somewhat important |
.1294
.1307
.13
|
[.1038,.1601]
[.1058,.1603]
[.1117,.1508]
|
4. Very important |
.8706
.8643
.8675
|
[.8399,.8962]
[.8343,.8896]
[.8465,.8859]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Table contains a zero in the marginals.
Statistics cannot be computed.
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Committed

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
476
= 4,531.4948
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
jewimpjew |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------------1. Not at all important |
0
0
0
|
|
2. Not too important |
0
.0031
.0016
|
[4.4e-04,.0218]
[2.2e-04,.011]
|
3. Somewhat important |
.013
.0575
.0352
|
[.0035,.0465]
[.032,.1009]
[.0206,.0595]
|
4. Very important |
.987
.9394
.9632
|
[.9535,.9965]
[.8958,.9655]
[.9389,.9781]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Table contains a zero in the marginals.
Statistics cannot be computed.
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Table C12 - Connection to Jewish values by time (pre trip/post-trip) for each Jewish identity
group. Birthright Participants only. Weighted two-way tables of frequencies with 95%
confidence intervals
Ancestry

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
812
= 7,076.6186
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
jewfeelvalues |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------1. Not at all |
.0918
.0848
.0883
| [.0636,.1308] [.0579,.1227] [.0679,.1142]
|
2. A little |
.4712
.3325
.4019
| [.4168,.5264] [.2825,.3867] [.3643,.4407]
|
3. Somewhat |
.3955
.4077
.4016
| [.3432,.4504]
[.355,.4626] [.3642,.4402]
|
4. Very much |
.0414
.175
.1082
| [.0243,.0698] [.1374,.2202] [.0865,.1345]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(3)
= 338.4668
F(2.99, 18954.61)=
10.9990

P = 0.0000

Secular Peoplehood

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
1,124
= 10,187.304
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
jewfeelvalues |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------1. Not at all |
.0169
.0147
.0158
| [.0077,.0365]
[.007,.0303] [.0092,.0269]
|
2. A little |
.1264
.131
.1287
| [.0988,.1605] [.1028,.1654] [.1084,.1522]
|
3. Somewhat |
.4804
.399
.4397
| [.4341,.527] [.3542,.4456] [.4073,.4727]
|
4. Very much |
.3763
.4553
.4158
| [.3322,.4225]
[.4095,.502] [.3837,.4486]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(3)
=
F(3.00, 18975.28)=

48.4179
2.2284

P = 0.0827
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Casual religious

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
944
= 8,702.9172
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
jewfeelvalues |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------1. Not at all |
.0139
.005
.0094
| [.0058,.0328] [.0017,.0152]
[.0047,.019]
|
2. A little |
.151
.1681
.1595
| [.1192,.1894] [.1334,.2096] [.1354,.1871]
|
3. Somewhat |
.5981
.4624
.5303
| [.5476,.6467] [.4122,.5133] [.4943,.5659]
|
4. Very much |
.2371
.3645
.3008
| [.1961,.2835] [.3172,.4145] [.2688,.3348]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(3)
= 156.5208
F(2.94, 18603.21)=
6.8210

P = 0.0002

Connected

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
1,390
= 12,784.757
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
jewfeelvalues |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------------1. Not at all |
0
.002
9.8e-04
|
[4.2e-04,.0093] [2.1e-04,.0046]
|
2. A little |
.0197
.0374
.0285
|
[.0109,.0355]
[.0243,.0571]
[.0201,.0403]
|
3. Somewhat |
.2088
.2048
.2068
|
[.1765,.2454]
[.1728,.2411]
[.1836,.2321]
|
4. Very much |
.7714
.7559
.7637
|
[.734,.805]
[.7178,.7903]
[.7373,.7881]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(3)
=
F(2.91, 18415.42)=

24.1375
1.5396

P = 0.2032
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Committed

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
464
= 4,466.397
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
jewfeelvalues |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------------1. Not at all |
0
.007
.0035
|
[9.8e-04,.0478] [4.9e-04,.0243]
|
2. A little |
0
.0085
.0042
|
[.0016,.0429] [8.2e-04,.0218]
|
3. Somewhat |
.0533
.0694
.0614
|
[.0289,.0964]
[.0416,.1136]
[.0415,.0899]
|
4. Very much |
.9467
.9151
.9309
|
[.9036,.9711]
[.8666,.947]
[.9006,.9524]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(3)
=
F(2.96, 18719.42)=

57.3912
1.0033

P = 0.3894

Table C13 - Connection to Jewish history by time (pre trip/post-trip) for each Jewish identity
group. Birthright Participants only. Weighted two-way tables of frequencies with 95%
confidence intervals
Ancestry

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
814
= 7,081.1126
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
jewfeeljhist |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------1. Not at all |
.1126
.0728
.0927
| [.0821,.1524] [.0481,.1088] [.0722,.1184]
|
2. A little |
.4058
.3648
.3853
| [.353,.4609] [.3134,.4194] [.3481,.4239]
|
3. Somewhat |
.3773
.3504
.3638
| [.3255,.432] [.3001,.4041]
[.3273,.402]
|
4. Very much |
.1044
.212
.1582
| [.0754,.1427] [.1704,.2607] [.1318,.1887]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(3)
= 153.1708
F(3.00, 18973.43)=
5.0469

P = 0.0017
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Secular Peoplehood

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
1,122
= 10,173.183
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
jewfeeljhist |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------1. Not at all |
.0215
.02
.0207
| [.0119,.0385] [.0105,.0378] [.0134,.0319]
|
2. A little |
.1591
.1342
.1467
| [.1278,.1962] [.1046,.1706]
[.1245,.172]
|
3. Somewhat |
.4607
.3891
.4249
| [.4146,.5075] [.3446,.4355] [.3926,.4579]
|
4. Very much |
.3588
.4567
.4077
| [.3155,.4045] [.4108,.5033] [.3759,.4404]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(3)
=
F(2.99, 18941.52)=

63.2155
2.9817

P = 0.0302

Casual religious

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
948
= 8,671.0916
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
jewfeeljhist |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------1. Not at all |
.025
.0244
.0247
| [.0137,.0452] [.0133,.0443] [.0161,.0377]
|
2. A little |
.2348
.2171
.226
| [.1944,.2808] [.1782,.2619] [.1973,.2575]
|
3. Somewhat |
.5571
.4463
.5017
| [.5063,.6068] [.3965,.4972] [.4659,.5376]
|
4. Very much |
.183
.3122
.2476
| [.1472,.2253] [.2671,.3611]
[.218,.2798]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(3)
= 147.7400
F(2.99, 18927.42)=
6.0272

P = 0.0004
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Connected

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
1,392
= 12,803.713
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
jewfeeljhist |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------------1. Not at all |
.0074
.0033
.0054
|
[.0026,.0208] [9.4e-04,.0116]
[.0024,.0121]
|
2. A little |
.0616
.0734
.0675
|
[.0444,.0847]
[.0544,.0983]
[.0541,.0838]
|
3. Somewhat |
.3614
.2787
.32
|
[.3223,.4023]
[.2436,.3168]
[.2934,.3479]
|
4. Very much |
.5697
.6446
.6071
|
[.528,.6104]
[.6043,.683]
[.5781,.6354]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(3)
=
F(2.99, 18930.33)=

56.6267
3.4649

P = 0.0156

Committed

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
464
= 4,466.397
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
jewfeeljhist |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------------1. Not at all |
.0042
.007
.0056
| [6.0e-04,.0295] [9.8e-04,.0478]
[.0013,.023]
|
2. A little |
.0294
.041
.0352
|
[.012,.0701]
[.0204,.0805]
[.0203,.0603]
|
3. Somewhat |
.1647
.1157
.1402
|
[.1207,.2207]
[.079,.1664]
[.1103,.1766]
|
4. Very much |
.8016
.8364
.819
|
[.7412,.8508]
[.7785,.8814]
[.7784,.8535]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(3)
=
F(2.98, 18859.43)=

37.5352
0.7500

P = 0.5214
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Table C14 - Importance of raising Jewish children by time (pre trip/post-trip) for each Jewish
identity group. Birthright Participants with no children only. Weighted two-way tables of
frequencies with 95% confidence intervals
Ancestry

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
782
= 6,823.7714
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
kidplan |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------Doesn't plan to have kids |
.0748
.0849
.0798
| [.0515,.1074] [.0593,.1201] [.0617,.1027]
|
Not important |
.3043
.2299
.2671
| [.2547,.359] [.1854,.2815]
[.233,.3042]
|
A little important |
.3736
.2987
.3361
| [.3208,.4295] [.2495,.3532] [.2995,.3749]
|
Somewhat important |
.1893
.27
.2297
| [.1495,.2368] [.2235,.3222] [.1982,.2645]
|
Very important |
.058
.1164
.0872
| [.0373,.0892]
[.086,.1557] [.0679,.1113]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(4)
= 168.0982
F(3.99, 25225.63)=
4.1924

P = 0.0022
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Secular Peoplehood

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
1,072
= 9,740.5128
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
kidplan |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------Doesn't plan to have kids |
.0397
.035
.0373
| [.0257,.0607] [.0219,.0555] [.0272,.0511]
|
Not important |
.1351
.0763
.1057
| [.105,.1721] [.0542,.1063] [.0863,.1288]
|
A little important |
.2415
.238
.2398
| [.2032,.2845] [.1999,.2808] [.2122,.2696]
|
Somewhat important |
.3122
.304
.3081
|
[.27,.3578]
[.2615,.35] [.2778,.3401]
|
Very important |
.2715
.3468
.3091
| [.2309,.3163] [.3031,.3932] [.2789,.3411]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(4)
=
F(3.98, 25184.52)=

82.2658
2.8135

P = 0.0241

Casual religious

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
876
= 8,125.4309
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
kidplan |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------Doesn't plan to have kids |
.0437
.0466
.0451
| [.0272,.0695] [.0295,.0728] [.0325,.0623]
|
Not important |
.0678
.0879
.0779
| [.0454,.1001]
[.0616,.124] [.0597,.1009]
|
A little important |
.2235
.1714
.1975
| [.1827,.2705] [.1348,.2154]
[.1693,.229]
|
Somewhat important |
.3813
.3462
.3637
| [.3315,.4337] [.2976,.3982] [.3286,.4004]
|
Very important |
.2837
.3479
.3158
| [.239,.3331] [.3003,.3988] [.2827,.3509]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(4)
=
F(3.99, 25239.52)=

56.4166
1.5590

P = 0.1824
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Connected

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
1,292
= 11,976.496
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
kidplan |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------Doesn't plan to have kids |
.0207
.0197
.0202
| [.0098,.043] [.0111,.0345] [.0126,.0322]
|
Not important |
.0125
.0145
.0135
| [.0055,.0283]
[.007,.0295] [.0078,.0231]
|
A little important |
.0508
.0417
.0462
| [.0346,.074] [.0279,.0618] [.0351,.0608]
|
Somewhat important |
.1598
.1435
.1517
| [.1302,.1947] [.1159,.1764] [.1309,.1751]
|
Very important |
.7562
.7807
.7684
| [.716,.7924]
[.7433,.814] [.7414,.7935]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(4)
=
F(3.97, 25157.06)=

7.3662
0.2803

P = 0.8898

Committed

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
364
= 3,604.6888
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
kidplan |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------------Doesn't plan to have kids |
.0129
.0124
.0126
|
[.0033,.0492]
[.003,.0493]
[.0047,.0332]
|
Not important |
0
.0086
.0043
|
[.0012,.0587]
[6.1e-04,.03]
|
A little important |
.0064
.034
.0202
| [9.1e-04,.0443]
[.015,.0756]
[.0095,.0427]
|
Somewhat important |
.0655
.0577
.0616
|
[.0348,.1201]
[.0302,.1074]
[.0392,.0955]
|
Very important |
.9152
.8872
.9012
|
[.8574,.9509]
[.8268,.9284]
[.8619,.9302]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(4)
=
F(3.93, 24895.00)=

89.9755
1.0129

P = 0.3984
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Table C15- Any Jewish/Israeli cultural consumption by time (pre trip/post-trip) for each Jewish
identity group. Birthright Participants only. Weighted two-way tables of frequencies with 95%
confidence intervals
Ancestry

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
810
= 7,082.6264
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
jcultany |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------0 |
.562
.3129
.4375
| [.5065,.616] [.2636,.3669] [.3992,.4765]
|
1 |
.438
.6871
.5625
| [.384,.4935] [.6331,.7364] [.5235,.6008]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(1)
F(1, 6329)

=
=

399.3864
39.1133

P = 0.0000

Secular Peoplehood

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
1,102
= 9,929.239
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
jcultany |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------0 |
.3493
.166
.2577
| [.3062,.3951] [.1334,.2046] [.2297,.2877]
|
1 |
.6507
.834
.7423
| [.6049,.6938] [.7954,.8666] [.7123,.7703]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(1)
F(1, 6329)

=
=

278.3831
37.6316

P = 0.0000
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Casual religious

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
940
= 8,693.2969
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
jcultany |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------0 |
.3589
.1286
.2438
| [.3119,.4088] [.0982,.1667] [.2144,.2758]
|
1 |
.6411
.8714
.7562
| [.5912,.6881] [.8333,.9018] [.7242,.7856]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(1)
F(1, 6329)

=
=

455.7636
53.4902

P = 0.0000

Connected

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
1,354
= 12,442.283
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
jcultany |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------0 |
.1634
.0681
.1158
| [.1348,.1967] [.0496,.0927] [.0981,.1361]
|
1 |
.8366
.9319
.8842
| [.8033,.8652] [.9073,.9504] [.8639,.9019]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(1)
F(1, 6329)

=
=

140.6964
24.0276

P = 0.0000
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Committed

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
442
= 4,203.4557
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
jcultany |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------0 |
.0431
.0209
.032
| [.0229,.0796] [.0077,.0559] [.0187,.0542]
|
1 |
.9569
.9791
.968
| [.9204,.9771] [.9441,.9923] [.9458,.9813]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(1)
F(1, 6329)

=
=

25.0421
1.5140

P = 0.2186

Table C16 - Doing anything to mark Shabbat by time (pre trip/post-trip) for each Jewish identity
group. Birthright Participants only. Weighted two-way tables of frequencies with 95%
confidence intervals
Ancestry

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
818
= 7,131.234
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
shabbat |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------0. No |
.8968
.9217
.9093
| [.8555,.9273]
[.886,.9469]
[.8831,.93]
|
1. Yes. Please describe w |
.1032
.0783
.0907
| [.0727,.1445]
[.0531,.114]
[.07,.1169]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(1)
F(1, 6329)

=
=

11.9029
1.1112

P = 0.2919
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Secular Peoplehood

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
1,118
= 10,097.074
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
shabbat |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------0. No |
.8793
.8071
.8432
| [.8456,.9064] [.7677,.8412] [.8178,.8656]
|
1. Yes. Please describe w |
.1207
.1929
.1568
| [.0936,.1544] [.1588,.2323] [.1344,.1822]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(1)
F(1, 6329)

=
=

62.3843
8.7528

P = 0.0031

Casual religious

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
948
= 8,745.0235
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
shabbat |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------0. No |
.7879
.7511
.7695
| [.7432,.8266] [.7044,.7925] [.7377,.7984]
|
1. Yes. Please describe w |
.2121
.2489
.2305
| [.1734,.2568] [.2075,.2956] [.2016,.2623]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(1)
F(1, 6329)

=
=

12.0970
1.4106

P = 0.2350
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Connected

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
1,392
= 12,776.624
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
shabbat |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------0. No |
.6706
.5819
.6263
| [.6302,.7087] [.5403,.6224] [.5973,.6544]
|
1. Yes. Please describe w |
.3294
.4181
.3737
| [.2913,.3698] [.3776,.4597] [.3456,.4027]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(1)
F(1, 6329)

=
=

53.2954
9.2646

P = 0.0023

Committed

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
464
= 4,431.6715
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
shabbat |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------0. No |
.2063
.1827
.1945
| [.1552,.2688]
[.135,.2426] [.1584,.2366]
|
1. Yes. Please describe w |
.7937
.8173
.8055
| [.7312,.8448]
[.7574,.865] [.7634,.8416]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(1)
F(1, 6329)

=
=

5.6175
0.3497

P = 0.5543
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Table C17 - Donating to Jewish/Israeli causes by time (pre trip/post-trip) for each Jewish
identity group. Birthright Participants only. Weighted two-way tables of frequencies with 95%
confidence intervals
Ancestry

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
814
= 7,093.8682
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
jcultcharity |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------1. Never |
.9681
.8847
.9264
| [.9442,.982] [.8453,.9151]
[.904,.9439]
|
2. Once or Twice |
.0319
.1055
.0687
| [.018,.0558] [.0767,.1435] [.0519,.0904]
|
3. Three or more times |
0
.0097
.0049
|
[.003,.0308] [.0015,.0155]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(2)
= 167.6772
F(1.98, 12536.64)=
8.4847

P = 0.0002

Secular Peoplehood

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
1,108
= 9,971.0348
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
jcultcharity |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------1. Never |
.8782
.7956
.8369
| [.8441,.9056] [.7562,.8302] [.8113,.8596]
|
2. Once or Twice |
.1037
.1834
.1436
| [.0782,.1363] [.1506,.2215] [.1221,.1681]
|
3. Three or more times |
.0181
.0209
.0195
| [.0096,.0341]
[.011,.0394] [.0124,.0306]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(2)
=
F(2.00, 12636.25)=

83.6469
6.0509

P = 0.0024
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Casual religious

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
938
= 8,667.4666
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
jcultcharity |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------1. Never |
.8572
.7745
.8159
| [.8168,.8899] [.7303,.8133]
[.7865,.842]
|
2. Once or Twice |
.13
.2139
.1719
| [.0988,.1692] [.1758,.2576] [.1466,.2007]
|
3. Three or more times |
.0128
.0116
.0122
| [.0051,.0317]
[.0051,.026] [.0066,.0225]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(2)
=
F(1.99, 12604.89)=

78.2627
4.8186

P = 0.0082

Connected

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
1,358
= 12,477.941
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
jcultcharity |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------1. Never |
.7056
.5804
.643
| [.6662,.7421] [.5383,.6213] [.6141,.6709]
|
2. Once or Twice |
.2494
.352
.3007
| [.2152,.2871]
[.313,.3932] [.2743,.3286]
|
3. Three or more times |
.045
.0676
.0563
| [.0307,.0656] [.0496,.0915] [.0443,.0714]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(2)
= 108.4761
F(2.00, 12654.83)=
9.5137

P = 0.0001
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Committed

(running tabulate on estimation sample)
Number of strata
Number of PSUs

=
=

7
6,336

Number of obs
Population size
Subpop. no. obs
Subpop. size
Design df

=
6,336
= 66,206.883
=
440
= 4,197.2549
=
6,329

----------------------------------------------------------------------|
time
jcultcharity |
1
2
Total
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------1. Never |
.4199
.3361
.378
|
[.35,.4931]
[.271,.408] [.3294,.4291]
|
2. Once or Twice |
.382
.4228
.4024
| [.3143,.4546]
[.353,.4959] [.3532,.4537]
|
3. Three or more times |
.1982
.2411
.2196
| [.1462,.263] [.1842,.3089] [.1798,.2654]
|
Total |
1
1
1
|
----------------------------------------------------------------------Key: column proportion
[95% confidence interval for column proportion]
Pearson:
Uncorrected
Design-based

chi2(2)
=
F(2.00, 12657.53)=

49.2917
1.4050

P = 0.2454
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Technical Appendix D: Survey Instruments
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BRI 38 2018 Pre-Trip for 27-32
Thank you for participating in Brandeis University's study of young adults who applied to go on Birthright Israel this coming summer. In the
survey we will ask you about your views, your upbringing, and your interest in the program. You were specifically selected to participate in
this study and your responses are very valuable.
The survey will take about 15 minutes to complete and when you are done you will receive a $10 Amazon.com gift card.
This survey is conducted by the Cohen Center for Modern Jewish Studies at Brandeis University. Your individual responses will be kept
strictly confidential and only aggregate data will be reported. No one outside the research team will have access to the data. Your
participation in the survey is entirely voluntary. If you wish, you may decline to answer specific questions, and you may conclude the survey
at any point.
If you have any questions or concerns regarding the survey, please contact us at isrlstudy@brandeis.edu (mailto:isrlstudy@brandeis.edu)
or call Naomi Weinblatt at 781-736-3821. You may also contact the Brandeis Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects (781-7368133, irb@brandeis.edu (mailto:irb@brandeis.edu)). This committee works to safeguard the interests of individuals who participate in
Brandeis-sponsored research.
To start the survey click on the "Next" button below.
There are 153 questions in this survey

Demographics 1
[]To begin, we'd like to ask you a few questions about yourself.
[]Do you currently live in...?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

United States
Canada
Other country. Please specify:

[]Have you ever traveled abroad?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes

[]In what month and year were you born?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Month

January

February

March

April

May

June

[]Are you...?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Male
Female
Other

[]Are you...?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Married
In a civil union
Separated
Divorced
Widowed
Never been married

[]What is your formal marital status?

July

August

September

October

November

December

1985
or
earlier

1986

1987

1988
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Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
marital.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61998) == 3
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Never been married
Married
Divorced
Widowed

[]Do you currently have a significant other?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(marital.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61998) == 4 or marital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61998) == 5 or marital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61998) == 6 or fmarital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61999) == 1 or fmarital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61999) == 3 or fmarital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61999) == 4) or (marital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61998) == 3 and is_empty(fmarital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61999)))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes

[]Is your {if(marital.NAOK==1, 'spouse', 'significant other')}...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
marital.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61998) == 1 or marital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61998) == 2 or sigoth.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61656) == 1
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Male
Female
Other

[]Are you and your significant other...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
sigoth.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61656) == 1
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

Living together
Formally engaged or planning to get married
None of the above

[]{if(marital.NAOK==1, 'spouse', if(socommitted_engaged.NAOK=="Y" and
sogender.NAOK=="0", 'fiance', if(socommitted_engaged.NAOK=="Y" and
sogender.NAOK==1, 'fiancée', 'significant other')))}
[]How many children (biological or adopted) do you have living with you at least part
time?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

0
Expecting first child
1
2
3
4
5 or more

Birthright Israel Apply
[]When you applied for the Summer 2018 trip, did you apply for...?
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Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_3 == 1
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

A trip specifically for 27-32 year olds
A different trip. Which:

[]How did you first hear about Birthright trips for 27-32 year olds?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
whichtrip.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2712/qid/62641) == 1
Please write your answer here:

[]Was this your first time applying to Birthright Israel?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes

[]What is the MAIN reason you have not participated in a Birthright Israel trip in the
past?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_3 == 1 and first.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2712/qid/61585) == "0"
Please write your answer here:

[]What is the MAIN reason you did not apply to Birthright Israel before?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_3 == 1 and first.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2712/qid/61585) == 1
Please write your answer here:

[]How important were each of the following in your decision to apply to Birthright
Israel for Summer 2018?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Not at all

A little

Somewhat

Very much

I wanted to visit Israel
I wanted to travel abroad
I wanted to learn more about Jewish history, culture, or religion
Friends told me it's a great experience
The trip is free
I thought it would be fun
I wanted to meet other Jews my age
I wanted to get to know Israelis
My parent(s) wanted me to apply
The trip is an important Jewish experience
My friends were applying
I wanted to learn about the Israeli-Palestinian conflict
Other. Please specify:

[]
Please write your answer here:

Sig. Other Apply
[]{if(marital.NAOK==1, 'We will now ask you a few questions about your spouse.',
if(socommitted_engaged.NAOK=="Y" and sogender.NAOK=="0", 'We will now ask
you a few questions about your fiance.', if(socommitted_engaged.NAOK=="Y" and
sogender.NAOK==1, 'We will now ask you a few questions about your fiancée.', 'We
will now ask you a few questions about your significant other.')))}
[]Has your {solabel} applied to go on a Spring/Summer 2018 Birthright Israel trip?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
marital.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61998) == 1 or marital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61998) == 2 or sigoth.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61656) == 1
Choose one of the following answers
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Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes
Don't know

[]Was it your intention to be on the same trip as your {solabel}?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
sotrip.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2731/qid/62018) == 1
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes

[]What is the MAIN reason your {solabel} did not apply to go on a Birthright Israel
trip?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(sotrip.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2731/qid/62018) == "0") and (parent.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/62001) == 1 or parent.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/62001) == 2 or parent.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/62001) == 3 or parent.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/62001) == 4 or parent.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/62001) == 5) and (marital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61998) == 1 or marital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61998) == 2 or socommitted_living.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61718) == "Y" or socommitted_engaged.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61718) == "Y")
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

{if(sogender.NAOK=="0", 'He doesn't', if(sogender.NAOK==1, 'She doesn't', 'They don't'))} meet the age criteria
{if(sogender.NAOK=="0", 'He is', if(sogender.NAOK==1, 'She is', 'They are'))} not eligible because {if(sogender.NAOK=="0", 'he is',
if(sogender.NAOK==1, 'she is', 'they are'))} not Jewish
{if(sogender.NAOK=="0", 'He', if(sogender.NAOK==1, 'She', 'They'))} already went on a Birthright Israel trip in the past
{if(sogender.NAOK=="0", 'He is', if(sogender.NAOK==1, 'She is', 'They are'))} not eligible because of other prior Israel experience that
disqualifies {if(sogender.NAOK=="0", 'him', if(sogender.NAOK==1, 'her', 'them'))}
{if(sogender.NAOK=="0", 'He', if(sogender.NAOK==1, 'She', 'They'))} didn't want to go
We didn't have a way to arrange childcare if we both traveled
{if(sogender.NAOK=="0", 'He', if(sogender.NAOK==1, 'She', 'They'))} had conflicting work/school obligations
Something else. Please specify:

[]What is the MAIN reason your {solabel} did not apply to go on a Birthright Israel
trip?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(sotrip.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2731/qid/62018) == "0") and (parent.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/62001) == "0" or parent.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/62001) == 6 or is_empty(parent.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/62001))) and (marital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61998) == 1 or marital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61998) == 2 or socommitted_living.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61718) == "Y" or socommitted_engaged.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61718) == "Y")
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

{if(sogender.NAOK=="0", 'He doesn't', if(sogender.NAOK==1, 'She doesn't', 'They don't'))} meet the age criteria
{if(sogender.NAOK=="0", 'He is', if(sogender.NAOK==1, 'She is', 'They are'))} not eligible because {if(sogender.NAOK=="0", 'he is',
if(sogender.NAOK==1, 'she is', 'they are'))} not Jewish
{if(sogender.NAOK=="0", 'He', if(sogender.NAOK==1, 'She', 'They'))} already went on a Birthright Israel trip in the past
{if(sogender.NAOK=="0", 'He is', if(sogender.NAOK==1, 'She is', 'They are'))} not eligible because of other prior Israel experience that
disqualifies {if(sogender.NAOK=="0", 'him', if(sogender.NAOK==1, 'her', 'them'))}
{if(sogender.NAOK=="0", 'He', if(sogender.NAOK==1, 'She', 'They'))} didn't want to go
{if(sogender.NAOK=="0", 'He', if(sogender.NAOK==1, 'She', 'They'))} had conflicting work/school obligations
Something else. Please specify:

[]Did your {solabel} encourage or discourage you to apply to Birthright Israel?
Choose one of the following answers
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Please choose only one of the following:

Encourage
Neither encourage nor discourage
Discourage

Relationships
[]
We'll ask a few more questions about your {solabel}.
In what month and year was your {solabel} born?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
marital.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61998) == 1 or marital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61998) == 2 or sigoth.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61656) == 1
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Month

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

[]What is your {solabel}'s religion, if any?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
marital.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61998) == 1 or marital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61998) == 2 or sigoth.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61656) == 1
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Atheist or agnostic
Nothing in particular
More than one religion
Something else. Please specify:

[]What are your {solabel}'s current religions?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
sorel.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2718/qid/61659) == 5
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Something else. Please specify::

[]ASIDE from religion, does your {solabel} {if(sogender.NAOK=="0", 'considers
himself', if(sogender.NAOK==1, 'considers herself', 'consider themseves'))} to be
Jewish or partially Jewish?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(( ! is_empty(sorel.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2718/qid/61659)) and sorel.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2718/qid/61659) != 1 and sorel (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2718/qid/61659) != 5)) or ((is_empty(soreloth_jew.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2718/qid/61660))) and (soreloth_chrs.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2718/qid/61660) == "Y" or soreloth_other.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2718/qid/61660) != ""))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Yes
Yes, partially Jewish
No

[]Thinking about your {solabel}'s parents, are either of them Jewish?

1980
or
earlier

1981

1982

1983
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Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
marital.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61998) == 1 or marital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61998) == 2 or fmarital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61999) == 2 or sigoth.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61656) == 1
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Mother only
Father only
Both mother and father
Neither mother nor father
It's complicated. Please explain:

[]Has your {solabel} ever formally converted to Judaism?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(sorel.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2718/qid/61659) == 1 or soreloth_jew.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2718/qid/61660) == "Y" or sojaside.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2718/qid/62146) == 1 or sojaside.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2718/qid/62146) == 2) and (soprnts.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2718/qid/61661) == 4 or soprnts.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2718/qid/61661) == "-oth-")
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Yes
No
Don't know

[]In what year did your {solabel} convert to Judaism?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
soconvert.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2718/qid/61662) == 1
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

2018
2017
2016
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2000
1999
1998
1997
1996
1995
1994
1993
1992
1991
1990
1989
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1988
1987
1986
1985
1984
1983
1982
1981
1980 or earlier

[]So that we understand correctly, could you please explain in what way your
{solabel} {if(sogender.NAOK=="0", 'considers himself', if(sogender.NAOK==1,
'considers herself', 'consider themselves'))} to be Jewish?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(sorel.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2718/qid/61659) == 1 or soreloth_jew.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2718/qid/61660) == "Y" or sojaside.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2718/qid/62146) == 1 or sojaside.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2718/qid/62146) == 2) and (soprnts.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2718/qid/61661) == 4 or soprnts.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2718/qid/61661) == "-oth-") and (soconvert.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2718/qid/61662) == "0" or soconvert.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2718/qid/61662) == 2)
Please write your answer here:

[]
{if(marital.NAOK==1, 'Before you and your spouse got married, were you living
together?', 'Before your civil union, were you and your significant other living
together?')}
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
marital.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61998) == 1 or marital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61998) == 2
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes

[]In what month and year did you and your {solabel} start living together?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
livingb4.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2718/qid/62052) == 1
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Month

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

2018

2017

2016

2015

2018

2017

2016

2015

[]
{if(marital.NAOK==1, 'In what month and year did you and your spouse get
married?', 'In what month and year did your civil union take place?')}
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
marital.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61998) == 1 or marital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61998) == 2
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Month

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

[]Did any of the following officiate at your {if(marital.NAOK==1, 'wedding', 'civil
union')} ceremony?
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Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
marital.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61998) == 1 or marital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61998) == 2
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

A rabbi or cantor
A non-Jewish clergy member
A non-religious officiant, such as a justice of the peace or a friend
Other. Please specify::

[]In what month and year did you and your {solabel} start living together?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
socommitted_living.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61718) == "Y"
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Month

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

2017

[]{if(parent.NAOK==1, 'How old is your child?', 'How old are your children?')}
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
parent.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/62001) == 1 or parent.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/62001) == 2 or parent.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/62001) == 3 or parent.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/62001) == 4 or parent.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/62001) == 5
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Less
than
a
year

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Child 1
Child 2
Child 3
Child 4
Child 5

Birthright Israel Going
[]Will you be going on a Birthright trip this summer?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Yes
No
Not sure

[]Are you planning to apply to Birthright Israel again in the future?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
bri.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2722/qid/61593) == "0"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Yes
No
Not sure

[]If you end up going on a Birthright Israel trip...
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
bri.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2722/qid/61593) == 2

[]To what extent do you expect the trip to be...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
bri.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2722/qid/61593) == 1 or bri.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2722/qid/61593) == 2
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Not at all
A fun vacation
A learning experience

A little

Somewhat

Very much

11

12

13

14
or
older

2016

2015

2014
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Not at all

A little

Somewhat

Very much

An opportunity to connect with peers
A journey to your Jewish roots
An encounter with the real Israel
A group Jewish experience
An intellectually engaging experience
A life-changing experience

[]Before taking this survey, were you aware of the option to extend your stay in
Israel after your trip?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
bri.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2722/qid/61593) == 1 or bri.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2722/qid/61593) == 2
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes

[]Before taking this survey, were you aware of the Birthright Israel PLUS extension
program?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(bri.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2722/qid/61593) == 1 or bri.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2722/qid/61593) == 2) and TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_3 == 0
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes

[]When your Birthright Israel trip ends, do you plan to...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
bri.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2722/qid/61593) == 1 or bri.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2722/qid/61593) == 2
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Return to {if(live.NAOK==1, 'the United States', if(live.NAOK==2, 'Canada', 'your home country'))}
Extend your stay in Israel
Travel to another country
Extend your stay in Israel and then travel to another country
Not sure

[]What is the MAIN reason you {if(extend.NAOK==1 or extend.NAOK==3, 'are you
not extending', 'might you not be extending')} your time in Israel after your
Birthright trip?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(extend.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2722/qid/61598) == 1 or extend.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2722/qid/61598) == 3 or extend.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2722/qid/61598) == 5) and (extendaware.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2722/qid/62614) == 1)
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

I'm not interested
The Birthright trip is enough for me
I can't make the financial commitment
I have work/school obligations
I have personal/family obligations
Other reason. Please specify:

[]Are you planning on participating in Birthright Israel PLUS after your Birthright
Israel trip?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(extend.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2722/qid/61598) == 2 or extend.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2722/qid/61598) == 4) and (briplus.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2722/qid/62582) == 1)
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:
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Yes
No
Maybe

Demographics 2
[]So we can learn more about you, we'll ask you a few more questions about your
life and background.
[]Are you currently a student?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes, in high school
Yes, in college or university (undergraduate)
Yes, in college or university (graduate)

[]What is the last grade or level of schooling you have completed?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Less than high school
High school diploma or equivalent (e.g., GED)
Some college but no degree
Associate degree
Bachelor's degree (e.g., BA, AB, BS)
Master's degree (e.g., MA, MS, MEng, MEd, MSW, MBA)
Professional school degree (e.g., MD, DDS, DVM, LLB, JD)
Doctorate degree (e.g., PhD, EdD)
Other. Please explain:

[]
{if((student.NAOK!=2) and (degree.NAOK==5 or degree.NAOK==6 or
degree.NAOK==7 or degree.NAOK==8), '1', '0')}
[]{if(student.NAOK==2, '1', '0')}
[]Are you now...?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Employed full-time
Employed part-time
Not employed

[]Do you think of your current job as...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
employ.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/62009) == 1 or employ.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/62009) == 2
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

A career
A stepping stone to a career
Just a job to get you by

[]Do you and your {solabel} CURRENTLY live...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
marital.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61998) == 1 or marital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61998) == 2 or socommitted_living.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61718) == "Y"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

In a home you own or rent yourselves
In a home you own or rent with additional roommates
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With your parent(s)
With your {solabel}'s parents
Other. Please specify:

[]Do you live...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(is_empty(socommitted_living.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61718))) and (marital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61998) == 4 or marital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61998) == 5 or marital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61998) == 6 or fmarital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61999) == 1 or fmarital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61999) == 2 or fmarital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61999) == 3 or fmarital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61999) == 4)
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

In a home you own or rent yourself
In a home you own or rent with roommates
With your parent(s)
Campus housing (e.g., dorm, fraternity, sorority)
Other. Please specify:

[]Do you describe yourself as...?
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

American Indian/Alaskan Native
Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander
Arab
Black/African American
East Asian (e.g., Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Taiwanese)
South Asian (e.g., Indian, Pakistani, Nepalese, Sri Lankan)
Southeast Asian (e.g., Cambodian, Vietnamese, Hmong, Filipino)
Other Asian
White/Caucasian
Other:

[]Are you...?
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

Mexican American/Chicano/a
Puerto Rican
Other Latino/a
None of the above

[]Do you consider yourself...?
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

Heterosexual/straight
Gay or lesbian
Bisexual
Queer
Other. Please specify::

[]On the next page, we will ask about your parent(s) or the adult(s) who raised you.
What is the best way to refer to them?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Mother

Father

None

Other

Parent 1
Parent 2

[]{if(((parents_prnt1.NAOK == "mthr" and parents_prnt2.NAOK == "") or
(parents_prnt1.NAOK == "none" and parents_prnt2.NAOK == "mthr") or
(parents_prnt2.NAOK == "none" and parents_prnt1.NAOK == "mthr") or
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(parents_prnt2.NAOK == "mthr" and parents_prnt1.NAOK == "")), 'onlymom',
if(((parents_prnt1.NAOK == "none" and parents_prnt2.NAOK == "fthr") or
(parents_prnt2.NAOK == "none" and parents_prnt1.NAOK == "fthr") or
(parents_prnt1.NAOK == "fthr" and parents_prnt2.NAOK == "") or
(parents_prnt2.NAOK == "fthr" and parents_prnt1.NAOK == "")), 'onlydad',
if((parents_prnt1.NAOK == "mthr" and parents_prnt2.NAOK == "fthr"), 'momdad',
if((parents_prnt1.NAOK == "fthr" and parents_prnt2.NAOK == "mthr"), 'dadmom',
if((parents_prnt1.NAOK == "mthr" and parents_prnt2.NAOK == "mthr"), 'twomoms',
if((parents_prnt1.NAOK == "fthr" and parents_prnt2.NAOK == "fthr"), 'twodads',
if((parents_prnt1.NAOK == "mthr" and parents_prnt2.NAOK == "othr"),
'momguard', if ((parents_prnt1.NAOK == "othr" and parents_prnt2.NAOK ==
"mthr"), 'guardmom', if((parents_prnt1.NAOK == "fthr" and parents_prnt2.NAOK ==
"othr"), 'dadguard', if((parents_prnt1.NAOK == "othr" and parents_prnt2.NAOK ==
"fthr"), 'guarddad', if(((parents_prnt1.NAOK=="othr" and parents_prnt2.NAOK=="")
or (parents_prnt1.NAOK=="" and parents_prnt2.NAOK=="othr") or
(parents_prnt1.NAOK=="none" and parents_prnt2.NAOK=="othr") or
(parents_prnt1.NAOK=="othr" and parents_prnt2.NAOK=="none")), 'onlyguard',
if((parents_prnt1.NAOK=="othr" and parents_prnt2.NAOK=="othr"), 'twoguards',
'none'))))))))))))}
[]Who is this other person who raised you? We will refer to him/her as your
guardian.
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
famtype.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "momguard" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "guardmom" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "dadguard" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "guarddad" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "onlyguard"
Please write your answer here:

[]Who are the people who raised you? We will refer to them as your guardians.
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
famtype.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "twoguards"
Please write your answer here:

Parents
[]So we can learn more about your background, we will ask you some questions
about your {if(famtype.NAOK == "onlymom", 'MOTHER', if (famtype.NAOK ==
"onlydad", 'FATHER', if(famtype.NAOK == "onlyguard", 'GUARDIAN', 'parents')))}.
[]{if(famtype.NAOK == "momdad" or famtype.NAOK == "twomoms" or
famtype.NAOK == "momguard", 'These next few questions are about your
MOTHER.', if(famtype.NAOK == "dadmom" or famtype.NAOK == "twodads" or
famtype.NAOK == "dadguard", 'These next few questions are about your FATHER.',
'These next few questions are about your GUARDIAN.'))}
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
famtype.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "momdad" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "dadmom" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "twomoms" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "twodads" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "momguard" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "guardmom" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "dadguard" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "guarddad" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "twoguards"

[]{if(famtype.NAOK=="onlymom" or famtype.NAOK=="momdad" or
famtype.NAOK=="twomoms" or famtype.NAOK=="momguard", 'What is the last
grade or level of schooling your MOTHER completed?', if(famtype.NAOK=="onlydad"
or famtype.NAOK=="dadmom" or famtype.NAOK=="twodads" or
famtype.NAOK=="dadguard", 'What is the last grade or level of schooling your
FATHER completed?', 'What is the last grade or level of schooling your GUARDIAN
completed?'))}
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Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
famtype.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "onlymom" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "onlydad" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "momdad" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "dadmom" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "twomoms" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "twodads" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "momguard" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "guardmom" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "dadguard" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "guarddad" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "onlyguard" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "twoguards"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Less than high school
High school diploma or equivalent (e.g., GED)
Some college but no degree
Associate degree
Bachelor's degree (e.g., BA, AB, BS)
Master's degree (e.g., MA, MS, MEng, MEd, MSW, MBA)
Professional school degree (e.g., MD, DDS, DVM, LLB, JD)
Doctorate degree (e.g., PhD, EdD)
Other. Please specify:

[]Thinking about when you were a child, what was your {if(famtype.NAOK ==
"onlymom" or famtype.NAOK == "momdad" or famtype.NAOK == "twomoms" or
famtype.NAOK == "momguard", 'MOTHER's', if(famtype.NAOK == "onlydad" or
famtype.NAOK == "dadmom" or famtype.NAOK == "twodads" or famtype.NAOK ==
"dadguard", 'FATHER's', 'GUARDIAN's'))} religion, if any?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
famtype.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "onlymom" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "onlydad" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "momdad" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "dadmom" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "twomoms" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "twodads" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "momguard" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "guardmom" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "dadguard" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "guarddad" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "onlyguard" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "twoguards"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Atheist or agnostic
Nothing in particular
More than one religion
Something else. Please specify:

[]{if(famtype.NAOK == "onlymom" or famtype.NAOK == "momdad" or
famtype.NAOK == "twomoms" or famtype.NAOK == "momguard", 'What were your
MOTHER's religions?', if(famtype.NAOK == "onlydad" or famtype.NAOK ==
"dadmom" or famtype.NAOK == "twodads" or famtype.NAOK == "dadguard", 'What
were your FATHER's religions?', 'What were your GUARDIAN's religions?'))}
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
prnt1relig.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2714/qid/61612) == 5
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptsit, Methodist)
Something else. Please specify::

[]{if(famtype.NAOK == "onlymom" or famtype.NAOK == "momdad" or
famtype.NAOK == "twomoms" or famtype.NAOK == "momguard", 'Thinking about
your MOTHER's parents, were either of them Jewish?', if(famtype.NAOK ==
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"onlydad" or famtype.NAOK == "dadmom" or famtype.NAOK == "twodads" or
famtype.NAOK == "dadguard", 'Thinking about your FATHER's parents, were either
of them Jewish?', 'Thinking about your GUARDIAN's parents, were either of them
Jewish?'))}
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
famtype.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "onlymom" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "onlydad" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "momdad" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "dadmom" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "twomoms" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "twodads" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "momguard" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "guardmom" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "dadguard" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "guarddad" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "onlyguard" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "twoguards"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Mother only
Father only
Both mother and father
Neither mother nor father
It's complicated. Please explain:

[]{if(famtype.NAOK == "onlymom" or famtype.NAOK == "momdad" or
famtype.NAOK == "twomoms" or famtype.NAOK == "momguard", 'Did your
MOTHER ever formally convert to Judaism?', if(famtype.NAOK == "onlydad" or
famtype.NAOK == "dadmom" or famtype.NAOK == "twodads" or famtype.NAOK ==
"dadguard", 'Did your FATHER ever formally convert to Judaism?', 'Did your
GUARDIAN ever formally convert to Judaism?'))}
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(gprnt1relig.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2714/qid/61614) == 4 or gprnt1relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2714/qid/61614) == "-oth-") and (prnt1relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2714/qid/61612) == 1 or prnt1reloth_jew.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2714/qid/61613) == "Y")
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Yes
No
Don't know

[]{if(famtype.NAOK == "onlymom" or famtype.NAOK == "momdad" or
famtype.NAOK == "twomoms" or famtype.NAOK == "momguard", 'So that we
understand correctly, could you please explain in what way your MOTHER considers
herself to be Jewish?', if(famtype.NAOK == "onlydad" or famtype.NAOK ==
"dadmom" or famtype.NAOK == "twodads" or famtype.NAOK == "dadguard", 'So
that we understand correctly, could you please explain in what way your FATHER
considers himself to be Jewish?', 'So that we understand correctly, could you please
explain in what way your GUARDIAN considers him/herself to be Jewish?'))}
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(gprnt1relig.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2714/qid/61614) == 4 or gprnt1relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2714/qid/61614) == "-oth-") and (prnt1relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2714/qid/61612) == 1 or prnt1reloth_jew.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2714/qid/61613) == "Y") and (prnt1convert.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2714/qid/61615) == "0" or prnt1convert.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2714/qid/61615) == 2)
Please write your answer here:
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[]{if(famtype.NAOK == "momdad" or famtype.NAOK == "guarddad", 'Now we will
ask about your FATHER.', if(famtype.NAOK == "dadmom" or famtype.NAOK ==
"guardmom", 'Now we will ask about your MOTHER.', if(famtype.NAOK ==
"momguard" or famtype.NAOK == "dadguard", 'Now we will ask about your
GUARDIAN.', if(famtype.NAOK == "twomoms", 'Now we will ask about your OTHER
MOTHER.', if(famtype.NAOK == "twodads", 'Now we will ask about your OTHER
FATHER.', 'Now we will ask about your OTHER GUARDIAN.')))))}
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
famtype.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "momdad" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "dadmom" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "twomoms" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "twodads" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "guardmom" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "momguard" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "dadguard" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "guarddad" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "twoguards"

[]{if(famtype.NAOK=="momdad" or famtype.NAOK=="guarddad", 'What is the last
grade or level of schooling your FATHER completed?', if(famtype.NAOK=="dadmom"
or famtype.NAOK=="guardmom", 'What is the last grade or level of schooling your
MOTHER completed?', if(famtype.NAOK=="momguard" or
famtype.NAOK=="dadguard", 'What is the last grade or level of schooling your
GUARDIAN completed?', if(famtype.NAOK=="twomoms", 'What is the last grade or
level of schooling your OTHER MOTHER completed?', if(famtype.NAOK=="twodads",
'What is the last grade or level of schooling your OTHER FATHER completed?', 'What
is the last grade or level of schooling your OTHER GUARDIAN completed?')))))}
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
famtype.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "momdad" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "dadmom" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "twomoms" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "twodads" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "guardmom" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "guarddad" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "momguard" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "dadguard" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "twoguards"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Less than high school
High school diploma or equivalent (e.g., GED)
Some college but no degree
Associate degree
Bachelor's degree (e.g., BA, AB, BS)
Master's degree (e.g., MA, MS, MEng, MEd, MSW, MBA)
Professional school degree (e.g., MD, DDS, DVM, LLB, JD)
Doctorate degree (e.g., PhD, EdD)
Other. Please specify:

[]Thinking about when you were a child, what was your {if(famtype.NAOK ==
"momdad" or famtype.NAOK == "guarddad", 'FATHER's', if(famtype.NAOK ==
"dadmom" or famtype.NAOK == "guardmom", 'MOTHER's', if(famtype.NAOK ==
"momguard" or famtype.NAOK == "dadguard", 'GUARDIAN's', if(famtype.NAOK ==
"twomoms", 'OTHER MOTHER's', if(famtype.NAOK == "twodads", 'OTHER FATHER's',
'OTHER GUARDIAN's')))))} religion, if any?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
famtype.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "momdad" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "dadmom" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "twomoms" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "twodads" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "guardmom" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "momguard" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "dadguard" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "guarddad" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "twoguards"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Atheist or agnostic
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Nothing in particular
More than one religion
Something else. Please specify:

[]{if(famtype.NAOK == "momdad" or famtype.NAOK == "guarddad", 'What were
your FATHER's religions?', if(famtype.NAOK == "dadmom" or famtype.NAOK ==
"guardmom", 'What were your MOTHER's religions?',
if(famtype.NAOK=="momguard" or famtype.NAOK=="dadguard", 'What were your
GUARDIAN's religions?', if(famtype.NAOK == "twomoms", 'What were your OTHER
MOTHER's religions?', if(famtype.NAOK == "twodads", 'What were your OTHER
FATHER's religions?, if any?', 'What were your OTHER GUARDIAN's religions?')))))}
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
prnt2relig.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2714/qid/61619) == 5
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Something else. Please specify::

[]{if(famtype.NAOK == "momdad" or famtype.NAOK == "guarddad", 'Thinking about
your FATHER's parents, were either of them Jewish?', if(famtype.NAOK ==
"dadmom" or famtype.NAOK == "guardmom", 'Thinking about your MOTHER's
parents, were either of them Jewish?', if(famtype.NAOK == "momguard" or
famtype.NAOK == "dadguard", 'Thinking about your GUARDIAN's parents, were
either of them Jewish?', if(famtype.NAOK == "twomoms", 'Thinking about your
OTHER MOTHER's parents, were either of them Jewish?', if(famtype.NAOK ==
"twodads", 'Thinking about your OTHER FATHER's parents, were either of them
Jewish?', 'Thinking about your OTHER GUARDIAN's parents, were either of them
Jewish?')))))}
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
famtype.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "momdad" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "dadmom" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "twomoms" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "twodads" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "guardmom" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "momguard" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "dadguard" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "guarddad" or famtype.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61607) == "twoguards"
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Mother only
Father only
Both mother and father
Neither mother nor father
It's complicated. Please explain:

[]{if(famtype.NAOK == "momdad" or famtype.NAOK == "guarddad", 'Did your
FATHER ever formally converted to Judaism?', if(famtype.NAOK == "dadmom" or
famtype.NAOK == "guardmom", 'Did your MOTHER ever formally convert to
Judaism?', if(famtype.NAOK == "momguard" or famtype.NAOK == "dadguard", 'Did
your GUARDIAN ever formally convert to Judaism?', if(famtype.NAOK ==
"twomoms", 'Did your OTHER MOTHER ever formally convert to Judaism?',
if(famtype.NAOK == "twodads", 'Did your OTHER FATHER ever formally convert to
Judaism?', 'Did your OTHER GUARDIAN ever formally convert to Judaism?')))))}
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(gprnt2relig.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2714/qid/61621) == 4 or gprnt2relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2714/qid/61621) == "-oth-") and (prnt2relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2714/qid/61619) == 1 or prnt2reloth_jew.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2714/qid/61620) == "Y")
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Yes
No
Don't know
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[]{if(famtype.NAOK == "momdad" or famtype.NAOK == "guarddad", 'So that we
understand correctly, could you please explain in what way your FATHER considers
himself to be Jewish?', if(famtype.NAOK == "dadmom" or famtype.NAOK ==
"guardmom", 'So that we understand correctly, could you please explain in what way
your MOTHER considers herself to be Jewish?', if(famtype.NAOK == "momguard" or
famtype.NAOK == "dadguard", 'So that we understand correctly, could you please
explain in what way your GUARDIAN considers him/herself to be Jewish?',
if(famtype.NAOK == "twomoms", 'So that we understand correctly, could you please
explain in what way your OTHER MOTHER considers herself to be Jewish?',
if(famtype.NAOK == "twodads", 'So that we understand correctly, could you please
explain in what way your OTHER FATHER considers himself to be Jewish?', 'So that
we understand correctly, could you please explain in what way your OTHER
GUARDIAN considers him/herself to be Jewish?')))))}
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(gprnt2relig.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2714/qid/61621) == 4 or gprnt2relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2714/qid/61621) == "-oth-") and (prnt2relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2714/qid/61619) == 1 or prnt2reloth_jew.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2714/qid/61620) == "Y") and (prnt2convert.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2714/qid/61622) == "0" or prnt2convert.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2714/qid/61622) == 2)
Please write your answer here:

More About Your Upbringing
[]We will continue with a few more questions about your upbringing.
[]What languages were spoken in your home while you were growing up?
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

English
Hebrew
Russian
Spanish
Other. Please specify::

[]Thinking about when you were a child, in what religion were you raised, if any?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Atheist or agnostic
Nothing in particular
More than one religion
Something else. Please specify:

[]In what religions were you raised?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
relrsd.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2715/qid/61626) == 5
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Something else. Please specify::
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[]ASIDE from religion, would you say you were raised Jewish or partially Jewish, or
not?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((( ! is_empty(relrsd.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2715/qid/61626))) and relrsd.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2715/qid/61626) != 1 and relrsd.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2715/qid/61626) != 5) or ((is_empty(relrsdoth_jew.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2715/qid/61627))) and (relrsdoth_chrs.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2715/qid/61627) == "Y" or relrsdoth_other.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2715/qid/61627) != "")))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Yes
Yes, partially Jewish
No

[]{if((relrsd.NAOK==1 or relrsdoth_jew.NAOK=="Y" or rsdjewaside.NAOK==1 or
rsdjewaside.NAOK==2), 1, 0)}
[]Were you raised...
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
rsdjew.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2715/qid/61629) == 1
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Reform
Reconstructionist
Conservative
Orthodox
Secular/Culturally Jewish
Just Jewish
Other. Please specify:

[]During grades 1-12, did you attend...?
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

Traditional public school
Charter or magnet school
Non-religious private school
Jewish day school
Other private religious or parochial school (e.g., Catholic school)
Homeschool

[]For how many years did you attend a Jewish day school?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(attend_jew.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2715/qid/61631) == "Y" and attend_pub.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2715/qid/61631) == "Y") or (attend_jew.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2715/qid/61631) == "Y" and attend_chart.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2715/qid/61631) == "Y") or (attend_jew.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2715/qid/61631) == "Y" and attend_priv.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2715/qid/61631) == "Y") or (attend_jew.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2715/qid/61631) == "Y" and attend_cath.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2715/qid/61631) == "Y") or (attend_jew.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2715/qid/61631) == "Y" and attend_home.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2715/qid/61631) == "Y")
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

1 year or less
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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10
11
12

[]{if(relrsd.NAOK==2 or relrsdoth_chrs.NAOK=="Y" or prnt1relig.NAOK==2 or
prnt1reloth_chrs.NAOK=="Y" or prnt2relig.NAOK==2 or
prnt2reloth_chrs.NAOK=="Y", '1', '0')}
[]{if(relrsd.NAOK=="-oth-" or relrsdoth_other.NAOK!="" or prnt1relig.NAOK=="oth-" or prnt1reloth_other.NAOK!="" or prnt2relig.NAOK=="-oth-" or
prnt2reloth_other.NAOK!="", '1', '0')}
[]{if(relrsd.NAOK==1 or relrsdoth_jew.NAOK=="Y" or rsdjewaside.NAOK==1 or
rsdjewaside.NAOK==2 or prnt1relig.NAOK==1 or prnt1reloth_jew.NAOK=="Y" or
prnt2relig.NAOK==1 or prnt2reloth_jew.NAOK=="Y" or gprnt1relig.NAOK==1 or
gprnt1relig.NAOK==2 or gprnt1relig.NAOK==3 or gprnt2relig.NAOK==1 or
gprnt2relig.NAOK==2 or gprnt2relig.NAOK==3, '1', '0')}
[]Which of the following experiences did you have growing up?
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

My family had a Passover Seder
My family lit Hanukkah candles
My family regularly had a special meal on Shabbat
My family kept kosher at home
I celebrated a bar/bat mitzvah
My family attended Jewish religious services once a month or more
I attended a Jewish day camp
I attended a Jewish overnight camp
I attended a supplementary Jewish school, like Hebrew or Sunday school
I was a member of a Jewish youth group (e.g., BBYO, NFTY, USY, NCSY)
My family celebrated Christmas
My family celebrated Easter
I was baptized
My family attended Christian religious services once a month or more
I attended a Christian camp or vacation bible school
My family celebrated holidays of another religion (e.g., Eid Al-Fitr, Diwali, Vesak, etc.)
None of the above

[]When you were growing up, how often did your family talk about Israel?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Never
Rarely
Occasionally
Often

[]During your high school years, how many of your close friends were Jewish?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

None
Hardly any
Some
About half
Most
All

[]When you were growing up, how important was being Jewish in your life?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
prnt1relig.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2714/qid/61612) == 1 or prnt1reloth_jew.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2714/qid/61613) == "Y" or prnt2relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2714/qid/61619) == 1 or prnt2reloth_jew.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2714/qid/61620) == "Y"
Choose one of the following answers
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Please choose only one of the following:

Not at all important
Not too important
Somewhat important
Very important

Current Jewish Attitudes
[]We will now ask you a few more questions about yourself.
[]What is your CURRENT religion, if any?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Atheist or agnostic
Nothing in particular
More than one religion
Something else. Please specify:

[]What are your current religions?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
relnow.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2716/qid/61637) == 5
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Other:

[]ASIDE from religion, do you consider yourself Jewish or partially Jewish?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((( ! is_empty(relnow.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2716/qid/61637))) and relnow.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2716/qid/61637) != 1 and relnow.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2716/qid/61637) != 5) or ((is_empty(relother_jew.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2716/qid/61638))) and (relother_chrs.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2716/qid/61638) == "Y" or relother_other.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2716/qid/61638) != "")))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Yes
Yes, partially Jewish
No

[]{if((relnow.NAOK ==1 or relother_jew.NAOK == "Y" or jewaside.NAOK ==1 or
jewaside.NAOK ==2), 1, 0)}
[]Do you consider yourself to be...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
jew.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2716/qid/61640) == 1
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Reform
Reconstructionist
Conservative
Orthodox
Secular/culturally Jewish
Just Jewish
Other. Please specify:

[]Have you ever formally converted to Judaism?
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Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(jew.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2716/qid/61640) == 1) and (prnt1relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2714/qid/61612) != 1 and is_empty(prnt1reloth_jew.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2714/qid/61613))) and (prnt2relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2714/qid/61619) != 1 and is_empty(prnt2reloth_jew.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2714/qid/61620)))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes

[]In what year did that conversion take place?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
convert.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2716/qid/61642) == 1
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

2018
2017
2016
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2000
1999
1998
1997
1996
1995
1994
1993
1992
1991
1990
1989
1988
1987
1986
1985
1984
1983
1982
1981
1980
1979
1978
1977
1976
1975
1974
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1973
1972 or earlier

[]So that we understand correctly, could you please explain in what way you consider
yourself to be Jewish?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
(jew.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2716/qid/61640) == 1 and prnt1relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2714/qid/61612) != 1 and is_empty(prnt1reloth_jew.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2714/qid/61613)) and prnt2relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2714/qid/61619) != 1 and is_empty(prnt2reloth_jew.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2714/qid/61620))) and (gprnt1relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2714/qid/61614) == 4 or gprnt1relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2714/qid/61614) == "-oth-") and (gprnt2relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2714/qid/61621) == 4 or gprnt2relig.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2714/qid/61621) == "-oth-") and (convert.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2716/qid/61642) == "0")
Please write your answer here:

[]How important are the following in your life?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
! is_empty(relnow.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2716/qid/61637))
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Not at all important

Not too important

Somewhat important

Very important

Spirituality
Religion
Being Jewish

Jewish attitudes 2
[]To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Somewhat
agree

Agree

Strongly
agree

All major religions ultimately teach the same thing
Religion causes more problems in society than it solves
God chose the Jewish people for a particular purpose

[]There are different ways of being Jewish. For you personally, how much does being
Jewish involve...?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Not at all

A little

Somewhat

Very much

Observing Shabbat
Celebrating Jewish holidays
Attending synagogue
Caring about Israel
Remembering the Holocaust
Countering antisemitism
Making the world a better place
Leading an ethical and moral life
Passing on Jewish traditions and culture to the next
generation
Taking care of other Jews who are in need

Someday
[]We will now ask you a few questions about your thoughts.
[]To what extent do you feel...?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Not at all
A connection to Jewish values
A connection to Jewish history

A little

Somewhat

Very much
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Not at all

A little

Somewhat

Very much

Part of a worldwide Jewish community
A connection to the Jewish community where you live
A connection to Jewish customs and traditions
A connection to your Jewish peers

[]To what extent do you feel a connection to Israel?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_2 == 1
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Not at all
A little
Somewhat
Very much

[]How emotionally attached are you to Israel?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_2 == 2
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Not at all attached
Not very attached
Somewhat attached
Very attached

[]To what extent do you feel that being Jewish is part of your daily life?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Not at all
A little
Somewhat
Very much

[]Someday, do you want to get married{if((marital.NAOK==4 or marital.NAOK==5
or fmarital.NAOK==3 or fmarital.NAOK==4) or (marital.NAOK==3 and
is_empty(fmarital.NAOK)), ' again', '')}?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
((marital.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61998) == 4 or marital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61998) == 5 or marital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61998) == 6 or fmarital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61999) == 1 or fmarital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61999) == 3 or fmarital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61999) == 4) or (marital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61998) == 3 and is_empty(fmarital.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61999)))) and ((is_empty(socommitted_engaged.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61718))))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes
Not sure

[]Someday, would you like to have children?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
parent.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/62001) == "0" or is_empty(parent.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/62001))
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes
Not sure

[]{if(somedaymar.NAOK==2, 'If you were to get married someday, h', 'H')}ow
important is it to you to marry someone Jewish?
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Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
somedaymar.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2740/qid/62269) == 1 or somedaymar.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2740/qid/62269) == 2
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Not important
A little important
Somewhat important
Very important

[]{if(somedaykids.NAOK==1 or somedaykids.NAOK==2, 'Thinking about the future,
how', 'How')} important is it to you to raise your children Jewish?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
somedaykids.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2740/qid/62270) == 1 or somedaykids.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2740/qid/62270) == 2 or parent.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/62001) == 6
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Not important
A little important
Somewhat important
Very important

[]How important is it to you that your {if(parent.NAOK==1, 'child', 'children')}
{if(parent.NAOK==1, 'identifies', 'identify')} as Jewish?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
parent.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/62001) == 1 or parent.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/62001) == 2 or parent.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/62001) == 3 or parent.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/62001) == 4 or parent.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/62001) == 5
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Not important
A little important
Somewhat important
Very important

Current Jewish Behaviors
[]The following questions are about your activities.
[]{if(completedba.NAOK==1 and currentba.NAOK=="0", 'As an UNDERGRADUATE,
how many courses did you take', if(completedba.NAOK=="0" and
currentba.NAOK==1, 'Since you started college, how many courses have you taken',
''))} specifically focusing on Israel or on Jewish subjects, such as Jewish history, the
Holocaust, or Hebrew?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
completedba.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61716) == 1 or currentba.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61717) == 1
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

None
1
2-4
5 or more

[]{if(completedba.NAOK==1 and currentba.NAOK=="0", 'As an UNDERGRADUATE,
how active were', if(completedba.NAOK=="0" and currentba.NAOK==1, 'How active
are', ''))} you in Jewish campus activities (e.g., Hillel, Chabad, a Jewish fraternity or
sorority)?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
completedba.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61716) == 1 or currentba.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2713/qid/61717) == 1
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Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Not at all
A little
Somewhat
Very much

[]Since September 2017, have you been an officer or board member for a Jewish
organization (e.g., Alpha Epsilon Pi, Hillel, youth group, etc)?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes

[]In 2017, did you do anything to observe...?
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

Rosh Hashanah
Yom Kippur
Sukkot
Hanukkah
None of the above

[]On the weekend before Passover (March 23-25), did you do ANYTHING to mark
Shabbat in any way?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes. Please describe what you did below:

[]
Please write your answer here:

[]In the past MONTH, how often, if at all, did you attend some type of organized
Jewish religious service?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Never
Once
A few times
Weekly
Daily

[]In the past MONTH, how often have you had or attended a special meal on
Shabbat?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Never
Sometimes
Usually
Always (every week)

[]In the past MONTH, how often did you participate in a SOCIAL activity or event
sponsored by a Jewish organization or group?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Never
Once
Twice
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Three or more times

[]Since January 2018, how often have you done any of the following?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Never

Once or Twice

Three or more
times

Listened to Jewish/Israeli music
Read Jewish/Israeli literature and/or nonfiction
Viewed Jewish/Israeli films and/or TV shows
Visited Jewish/Israeli websites and/or blogs
Attended a lecture or class on a Jewish/Israeli topic
Made charitable contributions supporting Jewish/Israeli organizations or
causes
Volunteered through or for a Jewish/Israeli organization or cause
Been involved in Israel activism

[]How many of your close friends are Jewish?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

None
Hardly any
Some
About half
Most
All

[]How important is it to you to keep kosher?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Not important
Somewhat important
Very important
Essential

Israel
[]The next few questions are about your experiences with and thoughts on Israel.
[]To what extent do you feel a connection to Israel?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_2 == 2
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Not at all
A little
Somewhat
Very much

[]How emotionally attached are you to Israel?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_2 == 1
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Not at all attached
Not very attached
Somewhat attached
Very attached

[]How many times, if at all, have you been to Israel?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Never
Once
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Twice
Three or more times
I have lived in Israel

[]{if(isrbeen.NAOK==4, 'In addition to living in Israel, h', 'H')}ave you been to
Israel...?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
isrbeen.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2719/qid/61666) == 1 or isrbeen.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2719/qid/61666) == 2 or isrbeen.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2719/qid/61666) == 3 or isrbeen.NAOK (/index.php?
r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2719/qid/61666) == 4
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

On an organized peer trip
On a trip with your family
Other. Please specify::

[]Do you have any family or friends who live in Israel?
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

Family
Friends
None of the above

[]How closely do you follow news about Israel on TV, radio, newspapers, or the
Internet?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Not at all
Not very closely
Fairly closely
Very closely

[]Thinking about Israel, to what extent do you agree or disagree with the following
statements?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Somewhat
agree

Agree

Strongly
agree

Don't
know

Israel is a world center of high tech innovation
Israel is part of God's plan for the Jewish people
Israel is under constant threat from hostile neighbors
who seek its destruction
Israel is guilty of violating the human rights of the
Palestinian people
Israel upholds freedom of religion for all of its citizens
Israel has a varied and beautiful natural landscape
Israel has a vibrant cultural scene
Israel is welcoming to Jews of all backgrounds

[]Do you support or oppose the establishment of a Palestinian state alongside Israel,
known as the two-state solution?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Strongly oppose
Somewhat oppose
Neither oppose nor support
Somewhat support
Strongly support
Don't know

[]What is the MAIN reason you don't know if you support or oppose the two-state
solution?
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Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
twostates.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2719/qid/62103) == 6
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

I don't know much about the topic
The situation is very complicated
Other reason:

[]As part of a permanent settlement with the Palestinians, should Israel be willing
to...?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Dismantle all of the Jewish settlements in the West Bank
Dismantle some of the Jewish settlements in the West Bank
Dismantle none of the Jewish settlements in the West Bank
Don't know

[]Thinking about the settlements in the West Bank, what is the MAIN reason you
don't know what Israel should be willing to do?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
westbank.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2719/qid/61673) == 4
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

I don't know much about the topic
The situation is very complicated
Other reason:

[]To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Somewhat
agree

Agree

Strongly
agree

I feel confident that I understand the current situation in Israel
I prefer not to express my opinions about Israel around people I
don't know
I encounter hostility when I express my opinions about Israel
I enjoy having discussions about Israel

Antisemitism
[]We will now ask a few questions about your experiences.
[]How concerned are you about antisemitism...?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Not at all

A little

Somewhat

Very much

{if(currentba.NAOK==1, 'On your college
campus', 'In your local community')}
{if(currentba.NAOK==1, 'On college
campuses in general', 'On college
campuses')}
In {if(live.NAOK==2, 'Canada', 'the United
States')}
Around the world

[]In the past THREE MONTHS, have you personally experienced any of the following
BECAUSE you are Jewish?
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

Insult or harassment on social media
Insult or harassment in person
Physical attack
None of the above
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[]In the past THREE MONTHS, {if(TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_1==3, 'on your college
campus', 'in your community')}, have you ever PERSONALLY seen graffiti, posters or
fliers that included Nazi imagery (e.g., swastikas) or antisemitic slogans?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Never
Occasionally
Frequently
All the time

United States/Canada
[]We are almost done. Below are some questions about your views.
[]How closely do you follow {if(live.NAOK==1, 'U.S.', 'Canadian')} politics on TV,
radio, newspapers, or the Internet?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Not at all
Not very closely
Fairly closely
Very closely

[]Since September 2017, have you...?
Check all that apply
Please choose all that apply:

Participated in a protest march, rally, or demonstration
Signed a petition about a political or social issue
Called, written, or visited an elected official
Boycotted a company or brand
Donated money to any organization concerned with a political or social issue
Attended a meeting of any level of government
Submitted a letter to the editor or opinion piece to a media publication
Posted/shared political content on social media
None of the above

[]In terms of political views, people often classify themselves as "liberal" or
"conservative." Where would you place yourself on this scale?
Choose one of the following answers
Please choose only one of the following:

Extremely liberal
Liberal
Slightly liberal
Moderate
Slightly conservative
Conservative
Extremely conservative

[]To what extent is your overall opinion of the following favorable or unfavorable?
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
live.NAOK (/index.php?r=admin/questions/sa/view/surveyid/522559/gid/2739/qid/61600) == 1
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Very
unfavorable
Black Lives Matter
National Rifle Association (NRA)
Planned Parenthood
American Israel Public Affairs
Committee (AIPAC)
J Street
US Chamber of Commerce
Sierra Club

Mostly
unfavorable

Mostly
favorable

Very
favorable

No
opinion

Never
heard of it
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Very
unfavorable

Mostly
unfavorable

Mostly
favorable

Very
favorable

No
opinion

Never
heard of it

Family Research Council
The Boycott, Divestment and
Sanctions (BDS) movement

Final Question
[]To conclude the survey, is there anything you would like to add{if(jew.NAOK==1
and live.NAOK==1, ' about being an American Jewish young adult?', if(jew.NAOK==1
and live.NAOK==2, ' about being a Canadian Jewish young adult?', if(jew.NAOK==1
and (live.NAOK=="-oth-" or is_empty(live.NAOK)), ' about being a Jewish young
adult?', '?')))}
Please write your answer here:

Submit your survey.
Thank you for completing this survey.
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{if(TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_13==1, "Thank you for participating in Brandeis University's study of Birthright Israel
participants.", "Thank you for participating in Brandeis University's study of young adults who applied to go on Birthright
Israel this past summer.")} {if(TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_11==3, 'This survey follows up on the survey you completed in the
Spring. In this survey we will ask about your your experience on the trip, your views and your current activities.',
if(TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_11==1, 'This survey follows up on the survey you completed in the Spring. In this survey we will
ask about your views and current activities.', if(TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_11==2, 'In this survey we will ask about your
experience on the trip, your views, your upbringing and current activities.', 'In this survey we will ask about your views,
your upbringing, and current activities.')))} You were specifically selected to participate in this study and your responses
are very valuable.
The survey will take about {if(TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_11==1, '15 minutes', if(TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_11==3,'15 minutes',
if(TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_11==2, '15 to 20 minutes', '15 to 20 minutes')))} to complete and when you are done you will be
entered into a lottery and have a chance to win one of ten $100 Amazon.com gift cards.
This survey is conducted by the Cohen Center for Modern Jewish Studies at Brandeis University. Your individual
responses will be kept strictly confidential and only aggregate data will be reported. No one outside the research team will
have access to the data. Your participation in the survey is entirely voluntary. If you wish, you may decline to answer
specific questions, and you may conclude the survey at any point.
If you have any questions or concerns regarding the survey, please contact us at isrlstudy@brandeis.edu
(mailto:isrlstudy@brandeis.edu) or call Stevie Howland at 781-736-3821. You may also contact the Brandeis Committee
for the Protection of Human Subjects (781-736-8133, irb@brandeis.edu (mailto:irb@brandeis.edu)). This committee works
to safeguard the interests of individuals who participate in Brandeis-sponsored research.
To start the survey click on the "Next" button below.
There are 153 questions in this survey

Birthright Israel Going
[]Did you go on a Birthright Israel trip in 2018?
Please choose only one of the following:

Yes
No

[]Trip participants have described the trip in many ways. Overall, for you, did the trip
feel like...?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Not at all

A little

Somewhat

Very much

A fun vacation
A learning experience
A journey to your Jewish roots
A life-changing experience
A disappointment

[]What is the MAIN reason you did not go on a Birthright Israel trip this past
summer?
Please choose only one of the following:

I was not offered a trip
I had already accepted a job/internship by the time I was offered a trip
I had already made other travel/vacation plans by the time I was offered a trip
There was no trip available on the dates I wanted to travel
I couldn't go on the same trip as family/friends
I had work/school obligations
I had personal/family obligations
I couldn't afford the deposit and/or other trip expenses
I was concerned the trip was politically one-sided
I was concerned about security or violence in Israel
Other. Please describe:

[]Are you planning to apply to Birthright Israel again?
Please choose only one of the following:

Applied for winter 2019 trips
Yes, planning to apply in the future
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No
Not sure

Describe
[]We will continue with a few more questions about your Birthright Israel trip.
[]Did you know anyone on your bus before the trip?
Please choose all that apply:

A spouse or significant other
A relative (e.g. sibling, cousin)
A friend
None of the above

[]Thinking about the other NORTH AMERICAN participants on your bus, to what
extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Somewhat
agree

Agree

Strongly
agree

The other participants were friendly
and warm toward me
The participants were a fun group of people
There was a sense of community on the bus
We cooperated and worked together as a group

[]Thinking about your ISRAELI TOUR GUIDE, to what extent do you agree or
disagree with the following statements?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Somewhat
agree

Agree

Strongly
agree

Somewhat
positive

Positive

Extremely
positive

I was confident in the tour guide’s knowledge
of Israel and Judaism
The tour guide understood what information was
interesting and relevant to me
I felt that the tour guide cared about me
The tour guide acted condescending or
talked down to me

[]Overall, how would you describe your interactions with...?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Extremely
negative

Negative

Somewhat
negative

The Israeli participants who joined your bus
The North American staff
The North American staff person {TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_6}
The North American staff person {TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_7}
The North American staff person {TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_8}
The security guard/medic

[]
Thinking about your BIRTHRIGHT TRIP, to what extent do you agree or disagree with
the following statements?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Somewhat
agree

Agree

Strongly
agree

The activities were appropriate for people my age
I was treated like an adult
I perceived tension among the trip staff (i.e., Israeli tour
guide, North American Staff, medic/guard)
My dietary needs were met
I had sufficient opportunity to sleep
I felt protected from crime and terrorism
The pace of the trip was too physically taxing

Discussions
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[]To what extent do you agree or disagree that your trip included THOUGHTFUL
DISCUSSIONS about...?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Somewhat
agree

Strongly
agree

Agree

The relationship between Israel and Palestinians
The relationship between Israel and
neighboring Arab states
Arab citizens of Israel
Religious diversity among Israeli Jews
The relationship between American Jews and Israel
The idea of Israel as a "Jewish and
democratic state"

[]Thinking about your BIRTHRIGHT TRIP, to what extent do you agree or disagree
with the following statements?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Somewhat
agree

Agree

Strongly
agree

I heard a range of political ideas
I heard a range of Jewish religious ideas
I was presented with an idealized image of Israel
I was encouraged to think critically
about Israel's challenges
Participants were able to express their opinions
about religion and politics

[]To what extent did you enjoy celebrating Shabbat during your Birthright trip?
Please choose only one of the following:

Not at all
A little
Somewhat
Very much

Overall
[]Thinking about your Brithright trip, to what extent do you agree or disagree with
the following statements?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Not
Applicable

Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Somewhat
agree

Agree

Strongly
agree

There was prompt attention to my
medical needs (e.g., injury or illness)
There was sensitivity to my mental
health needs (e.g., anxiety or depression)

[]To what extent do you feel your Birthright Israel trip scheduled too much for
{if(TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_10==1, 'ten days', if(TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_10==2, 'seven
days', 'the length of the trip'))}?
Please choose only one of the following:

Not at all
A little
Somewhat
Very much

[]Overall, how would you rate your hotel accommodations on the trip?
Please choose only one of the following:

Poor
Fair
Good
Very good
Excellent

[]Overall, how would you rate your Birthright Israel experience?
Please choose only one of the following:

Waste of time
OK
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Good
Great
One of the best experiences of my life

[]Have you encouraged friends, siblings or others to participate in future Birthright
Israel trips?
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes, once or twice
Yes, a few times
Yes, all the time

[]When talking to people about your trip experience, how often did you encounter
criticism of Birthright or Israel?
Please choose only one of the following:

Never
Rarely
Occasionally
Often

[]Since your return from the trip, how often have you been in touch with...?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Never

Once

Twice

3-5 times

6 times or
more

Other North American participants from your bus
The Israeli participants
The North American staff

Extend
[]When your Birthright Israel trip ended, did you...?
Please choose only one of the following:

Return to the United States/Canada
Extend your stay in Israel
Travel to another country
Stay in Israel and then travel elsewhere

[]When did you decide to extend your stay in Israel?
Please choose only one of the following:

Before you left for Israel
While you were on your Birthright Israel trip

[]AFTER your Birthright Israel trip ended, how long did you stay in Israel?
Please choose only one of the following:

1-3 days
4-10 days
11-21 days
22-30 days
More than a month

[]What did you do in Israel?
Please choose all that apply:

Participated in an extension program through Birthright Israel Plus
Participated in another program
Visited family or friends
Traveled around Israel
Other. Please describe::

[]Which other program did you participate in?
Please write your answer here:

[]For you personally, what was the most valuable part of extending your stay in
Israel?
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Please write your answer here:

[]How likely is it that you will return to Israel in the next 5 years?
Please choose only one of the following:

Not at all
A little
Somewhat
Very much

[]If you return, what would you like to do?
Please choose all that apply:

Visit family and/or friends
Vacation independently
Participate in an organized program or tour
Work
Internship
Study at an Israeli university
Study in yeshiva or seminary
Join the IDF
Engage in political activism
Make aliyah
Other:

Israel
[]The next few questions are about your experiences with and thoughts on Israel.
[]To what extent do you feel a connection to Israel?
Please choose only one of the following:

Not at all
A little
Somewhat
Very much

[]When you said you feel {if(isrconnect2.NAOK==1, 'not at all connected',
if(isrconnect2.NAOK==2, 'a little connected', if(isrconnect2.NAOK==3, 'somewhat
connected', if(isrconnect2.NAOK==4, 'very much connected', ' '))))} to Israel what
did you mean? Please explain in a sentence or two.
Please write your answer here:

[]How emotionally attached are you to Israel?
Please choose only one of the following:

Not at all attached
Not very attached
Somewhat attached
Very attached
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[]When you said you feel {if(isremotion2.NAOK==1, 'not at all attached',
if(isremotion2.NAOK==2, 'not very attached', if(isremotion2.NAOK==3, 'somewhat
attached', if(isremotion2.NAOK==4, 'very attached', ''))))} to Israel, what did you
mean? Please explain in a sentence or two.
Please write your answer here:

[]{if(bri.NAOK==1, 'BEFORE your Birthright trip, how many times, if at all, had you
been to Israel?', 'How many times, if at all, have you been to Israel?')}
Please choose only one of the following:

Never
Once
Twice
Three or more times
I have lived in Israel

[]{if(isrbeen.NAOK==4, 'In addition to living in Israel, h', 'H')}ave you been to
Israel...?
Please choose all that apply:

On an organized peer trip
On a trip with your family
Other. Please specify::

[]How closely do you follow news about Israel on TV, radio, newspapers, or the
Internet?
Please choose only one of the following:

Not at all
Not very closely
Fairly closely
Very closely

[]To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Somewhat
agree

Agree

Strongly
agree

I feel confident that I understand
the current situation in Israel
I prefer not to express my opinions about
Israel around people I don't know
I encounter hostility when I express
my opinions about Israel
I enjoy having discussions about Israel

[]Thinking about Israel, to what extent do you agree or disagree with the following
statements?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Somewhat
agree

Agree

Strongly
agree

Don't
know

Israel is a world center of high
tech innovation
Israel is part of God's plan for
the Jewish people
Israel is under constant threat from hostile
neighbors who seek its destruction
Israel is guilty of violating the human
rights of the Palestinian people
Israel upholds freedom of religion
for all of its citizens
Israel has a varied and beautiful
natural landscape
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agree

Agree
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Strongly
agree

Don't
know

Israel has a vibrant cultural scene
Israel is welcoming to Jews
of all backgrounds

[]To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Somewhat
agree

Agree

Strongly
agree

There are some things about Israel today
that make me feel ashamed of Israel
Jews should support Israel even
if Israel is in the wrong
Israel's achievements in science and
technology make me proud to be Jewish
I am often less proud of Israel
than I would like to be

[]Do you support or oppose the establishment of a Palestinian state alongside Israel,
known as the two-state solution?
Please choose only one of the following:

Strongly oppose
Somewhat oppose
Neither oppose nor support
Somewhat support
Strongly support
Don't know

[]What is the MAIN reason you don't know if you support or oppose the two-state
solution?
Please choose only one of the following:

I don't know much about the topic
The situation is very complicated
Other reason:

Demographics 1
[]We'd like to ask you a few questions about yourself.
[]Do you currently live in...?
Please choose only one of the following:

United States
Canada
Other country. Please specify:

[]
{if(bri.NAOK=="0", 'Have you ever traveled abroad?', 'Before going on Birthright,
had you ever traveled abroad?')}
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes

[]In what month and year were you born?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Month

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

1985
or
earlier

1986

1987

1988

[]Are you...?
Please choose only one of the following:

Male
Female
Other

[]Are you...?
Please choose only one of the following:
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Married
In a civil union
Separated
Divorced
Widowed
Never been married

[]What is your formal marital status?
Please choose only one of the following:

Never been married
Married
Divorced
Widowed

[]Do you currently have a significant other?
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes

[]Is your {if(marital.NAOK==1, 'spouse', 'significant other')}...?
Please choose only one of the following:

Male
Female
Other

[]Are you and your significant other...?
Please choose all that apply:

Living together
Formally engaged or planning to get married
None of the above

[]{if(marital.NAOK==1, 'spouse', if(socommitted_engaged.NAOK=="Y" and
sogender.NAOK=="0", 'fiance', if(socommitted_engaged.NAOK=="Y" and
sogender.NAOK==1, 'fiancee', 'significant other')))}
[]{if(marital.NAOK==1 or marital.NAOK==2, 2, if(socommitted_living.NAOK=="Y" or
socommitted_engaged.NAOK=="Y", 1,"0"))}
[]{if(TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_14=="0" and relequation.NAOK=="0", '00',
if(TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_14=="0" and relequation.NAOK==1, '01',
if(TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_14=="0" and relequation.NAOK==2, '02',
if(TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_14==1 and relequation.NAOK=="0", '10',
if(TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_14==1 and relequation.NAOK==1, '11',
if(TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_14==1 and relequation.NAOK==2, '12',
if(TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_14==2 and relequation.NAOK=="0", '20',
if(TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_14==2 and relequation.NAOK==1, '21',
if(TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_14==2 and relequation.NAOK==2, '22',
if(TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_14==3 and relequation.NAOK=="0", '30',
if(TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_14==3 and relequation.NAOK==1, '31',
if(TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_14==3 and relequation.NAOK==2, '32',' '))))))))))))}
[]How many children (biological or adopted) do you have living with you at least part
time?
Please choose only one of the following:

0
Expecting first child
1
2
3
4
5 or more

[]Are you currently a student?
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes, in high school
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Yes, in college or university (undergraduate)
Yes, in college or university (graduate)

[]{if(student.NAOK==2, '1', '0')}
[]What is the last grade or level of schooling you have completed?
Please choose only one of the following:

Less than high school
High school diploma or equivalent (e.g., GED)
Some college but no degree
Associate degree
Bachelor's degree (e.g., BA, AB, BS)
Master's degree (e.g., MA, MS, MEng, MEd, MSW, MBA)
Professional school degree (e.g., MD, DDS, DVM, LLB, JD)
Doctorate degree (e.g., PhD, EdD)
Other. Please explain:

[]
{if((student.NAOK!=2) and (degree.NAOK==5 or degree.NAOK==6 or
degree.NAOK==7 or degree.NAOK==8), '1', '0')}
[]Are you now...?
Please choose only one of the following:

Employed full-time
Employed part-time
Not employed

[]Do you think of your current job as...?
Please choose only one of the following:

A career
A stepping stone to a career
Just a job to get you by

[]Do you and your {solabel} CURRENTLY live...?
Please choose only one of the following:

In a home you own or rent yourselves
In a home you own or rent with additional roommates
With your parent(s)
With your {solabel}'s parents
Other. Please specify:

[]Do you live...?
Please choose only one of the following:

In a home you own or rent yourself
In a home you own or rent with roommates
With your parent(s)
Campus housing (e.g., dorm, fraternity, sorority)
Other. Please specify:

Relationships
[]We'll ask a few more questions about your {solabel}.
[]What is your {solabel}'s religion, if any?
Please choose only one of the following:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Atheist or agnostic
Nothing in particular
More than one religion
Something else. Please specify:

[]What are your {solabel}'s current religions?
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Please choose all that apply:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Something else. Please specify::

[]ASIDE from religion, does your {solabel} {if(sogender.NAOK=="0", 'consider
himself', if(sogender.NAOK==1, 'consider herself', 'consider themselves'))} to be
Jewish or partially Jewish?
Please choose only one of the following:

Yes
Yes, partially Jewish
No

[]Thinking about your {solabel}'s parents, are either of them Jewish?
Please choose only one of the following:

Mother only
Father only
Both mother and father
Neither mother nor father
It's complicated. Please explain:

[]Has your {solabel} ever formally converted to Judaism?
Please choose only one of the following:

Yes
No
Don't know

[]In what year did your {solabel} convert to Judaism?
Please choose only one of the following:

2018
2017
2016
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2000
1999
1998
1997
1996
1995
1994
1993
1992
1991
1990
1989
1988
1987
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1986
1985
1984
1983
1982
1981
1980 or earlier

[]So that we understand correctly, could you please explain in what way your
{solabel} {if(sogender.NAOK=="0", 'considers himself', if(sogender.NAOK==1,
'considers herself', 'consider themselves'))} to be Jewish?
Please write your answer here:

[]Did any of the following officiate at your {if(marital.NAOK==1, 'wedding', 'civil
union')} ceremony?
Please choose all that apply:

A rabbi or cantor
A non-Jewish clergy member
A non-religious officiant, such as a justice of the peace or a friend
Other. Please specify::

[]{if(parent.NAOK==1, 'How old is your child?', 'How old are your children?')}
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Less
than
a
year

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14
or
older

Child 1
Child 2
Child 3
Child 4
Child 5

Demographics 2
[]So we can learn more about you, we'll ask you a few more questions about your
life and background.
[]Do you describe yourself as...?
Please choose all that apply:

American Indian/Alaskan Native
Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander
Arab
Black/African American
East Asian (e.g., Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Taiwanese)
South Asian (e.g., Indian, Pakistani, Nepalese, Sri Lankan)
Southeast Asian (e.g., Cambodian, Vietnamese, Hmong, Filipino)
Other Asian
White/Caucasian
Other:

[]Are you...?
Please choose all that apply:

Mexican American/Chicano/a
Puerto Rican
Other Latino/a
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None of the above

[]Do you consider yourself...?
Please choose all that apply:

Heterosexual/straight
Gay or lesbian
Bisexual
Queer
Other. Please specify::

[]On the next page, we will ask about your parent(s) or the adult(s) who raised you.
What is the best way to refer to them?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Mother

Father

None

Other

Parent 1
Parent 2

[]{if(((parents_prnt1.NAOK == "mthr" and parents_prnt2.NAOK == "") or
(parents_prnt1.NAOK == "none" and parents_prnt2.NAOK == "mthr") or
(parents_prnt2.NAOK == "none" and parents_prnt1.NAOK == "mthr") or
(parents_prnt2.NAOK == "mthr" and parents_prnt1.NAOK == "")), 'onlymom',
if(((parents_prnt1.NAOK == "none" and parents_prnt2.NAOK == "fthr") or
(parents_prnt2.NAOK == "none" and parents_prnt1.NAOK == "fthr") or
(parents_prnt1.NAOK == "fthr" and parents_prnt2.NAOK == "") or
(parents_prnt2.NAOK == "fthr" and parents_prnt1.NAOK == "")), 'onlydad',
if((parents_prnt1.NAOK == "mthr" and parents_prnt2.NAOK == "fthr"), 'momdad',
if((parents_prnt1.NAOK == "fthr" and parents_prnt2.NAOK == "mthr"), 'dadmom',
if((parents_prnt1.NAOK == "mthr" and parents_prnt2.NAOK == "mthr"), 'twomoms',
if((parents_prnt1.NAOK == "fthr" and parents_prnt2.NAOK == "fthr"), 'twodads',
if((parents_prnt1.NAOK == "mthr" and parents_prnt2.NAOK == "othr"),
'momguard', if ((parents_prnt1.NAOK == "othr" and parents_prnt2.NAOK ==
"mthr"), 'guardmom', if((parents_prnt1.NAOK == "fthr" and parents_prnt2.NAOK ==
"othr"), 'dadguard', if((parents_prnt1.NAOK == "othr" and parents_prnt2.NAOK ==
"fthr"), 'guarddad', if(((parents_prnt1.NAOK=="othr" and parents_prnt2.NAOK=="")
or (parents_prnt1.NAOK=="" and parents_prnt2.NAOK=="othr") or
(parents_prnt1.NAOK=="none" and parents_prnt2.NAOK=="othr") or
(parents_prnt1.NAOK=="othr" and parents_prnt2.NAOK=="none")), 'onlyguard',
if((parents_prnt1.NAOK=="othr" and parents_prnt2.NAOK=="othr"), 'twoguards',
'none'))))))))))))}
[]Who is this other person who raised you? We will refer to him/her as your
guardian.
Please write your answer here:

[]Who are the people who raised you? We will refer to them as your guardians.
Please write your answer here:

Parents
[]So we can learn more about your background, we will ask you some questions
about your {if(famtype.NAOK == "onlymom", 'MOTHER', if (famtype.NAOK ==
"onlydad", 'FATHER', if(famtype.NAOK == "onlyguard", 'GUARDIAN', 'parents')))}.
[]{if(famtype.NAOK == "momdad" or famtype.NAOK == "twomoms" or
famtype.NAOK == "momguard", 'These next few questions are about your
MOTHER.', if(famtype.NAOK == "dadmom" or famtype.NAOK == "twodads" or
famtype.NAOK == "dadguard", 'These next few questions are about your FATHER.',
'These next few questions are about your GUARDIAN.'))}
[]Thinking about when you were a child, what was your {if(famtype.NAOK ==
"onlymom" or famtype.NAOK == "momdad" or famtype.NAOK == "twomoms" or
famtype.NAOK == "momguard", 'MOTHER's', if(famtype.NAOK == "onlydad" or
famtype.NAOK == "dadmom" or famtype.NAOK == "twodads" or famtype.NAOK ==
"dadguard", 'FATHER's', 'GUARDIAN's'))} religion, if any?
Please choose only one of the following:

Jewish
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Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Atheist or agnostic
Nothing in particular
More than one religion
Something else. Please specify:

[]{if(famtype.NAOK == "onlymom" or famtype.NAOK == "momdad" or
famtype.NAOK == "twomoms" or famtype.NAOK == "momguard", 'What were your
MOTHER's religions?', if(famtype.NAOK == "onlydad" or famtype.NAOK ==
"dadmom" or famtype.NAOK == "twodads" or famtype.NAOK == "dadguard", 'What
were your FATHER's religions?', 'What were your GUARDIAN's religions?'))}
Please choose all that apply:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptsit, Methodist)
Something else. Please specify::

[]{if(famtype.NAOK == "onlymom" or famtype.NAOK == "momdad" or
famtype.NAOK == "twomoms" or famtype.NAOK == "momguard", 'Thinking about
your MOTHER's parents, were either of them Jewish?', if(famtype.NAOK ==
"onlydad" or famtype.NAOK == "dadmom" or famtype.NAOK == "twodads" or
famtype.NAOK == "dadguard", 'Thinking about your FATHER's parents, were either
of them Jewish?', 'Thinking about your GUARDIAN's parents, were either of them
Jewish?'))}
Please choose only one of the following:

Mother only
Father only
Both mother and father
Neither mother nor father
It's complicated. Please explain:

[]{if(famtype.NAOK == "onlymom" or famtype.NAOK == "momdad" or
famtype.NAOK == "twomoms" or famtype.NAOK == "momguard", 'Did your
MOTHER ever formally convert to Judaism?', if(famtype.NAOK == "onlydad" or
famtype.NAOK == "dadmom" or famtype.NAOK == "twodads" or famtype.NAOK ==
"dadguard", 'Did your FATHER ever formally convert to Judaism?', 'Did your
GUARDIAN ever formally convert to Judaism?'))}
Please choose only one of the following:

Yes
No
Don't know

[]{if(famtype.NAOK == "onlymom" or famtype.NAOK == "momdad" or
famtype.NAOK == "twomoms" or famtype.NAOK == "momguard", 'So that we
understand correctly, could you please explain in what way your MOTHER considers
herself to be Jewish?', if(famtype.NAOK == "onlydad" or famtype.NAOK ==
"dadmom" or famtype.NAOK == "twodads" or famtype.NAOK == "dadguard", 'So
that we understand correctly, could you please explain in what way your FATHER
considers himself to be Jewish?', 'So that we understand correctly, could you please
explain in what way your GUARDIAN considers him/herself to be Jewish?'))}
Please write your answer here:

[]{if(famtype.NAOK == "momdad" or famtype.NAOK == "guarddad", 'Now we will
ask about your FATHER.', if(famtype.NAOK == "dadmom" or famtype.NAOK ==
"guardmom", 'Now we will ask about your MOTHER.', if(famtype.NAOK ==
"momguard" or famtype.NAOK == "dadguard", 'Now we will ask about your
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GUARDIAN.', if(famtype.NAOK == "twomoms", 'Now we will ask about your OTHER
MOTHER.', if(famtype.NAOK == "twodads", 'Now we will ask about your OTHER
FATHER.', 'Now we will ask about your OTHER GUARDIAN.')))))}
[]Thinking about when you were a child, what was your {if(famtype.NAOK ==
"momdad" or famtype.NAOK == "guarddad", 'FATHER's', if(famtype.NAOK ==
"dadmom" or famtype.NAOK == "guardmom", 'MOTHER's', if(famtype.NAOK ==
"momguard" or famtype.NAOK == "dadguard", 'GUARDIAN's', if(famtype.NAOK ==
"twomoms", 'OTHER MOTHER's', if(famtype.NAOK == "twodads", 'OTHER FATHER's',
'OTHER GUARDIAN's')))))} religion, if any?
Please choose only one of the following:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Atheist or agnostic
Nothing in particular
More than one religion
Something else. Please specify:

[]{if(famtype.NAOK == "momdad" or famtype.NAOK == "guarddad", 'What were
your FATHER's religions?', if(famtype.NAOK == "dadmom" or famtype.NAOK ==
"guardmom", 'What were your MOTHER's religions?',
if(famtype.NAOK=="momguard" or famtype.NAOK=="dadguard", 'What were your
GUARDIAN's religions?', if(famtype.NAOK == "twomoms", 'What were your OTHER
MOTHER's religions?', if(famtype.NAOK == "twodads", 'What were your OTHER
FATHER's religions?, if any?', 'What were your OTHER GUARDIAN's religions?')))))}
Please choose all that apply:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Something else. Please specify::

[]{if(famtype.NAOK == "momdad" or famtype.NAOK == "guarddad", 'Thinking about
your FATHER's parents, were either of them Jewish?', if(famtype.NAOK ==
"dadmom" or famtype.NAOK == "guardmom", 'Thinking about your MOTHER's
parents, were either of them Jewish?', if(famtype.NAOK == "momguard" or
famtype.NAOK == "dadguard", 'Thinking about your GUARDIAN's parents, were
either of them Jewish?', if(famtype.NAOK == "twomoms", 'Thinking about your
OTHER MOTHER's parents, were either of them Jewish?', if(famtype.NAOK ==
"twodads", 'Thinking about your OTHER FATHER's parents, were either of them
Jewish?', 'Thinking about your OTHER GUARDIAN's parents, were either of them
Jewish?')))))}
Please choose only one of the following:

Mother only
Father only
Both mother and father
Neither mother nor father
It's complicated. Please explain:

[]{if(famtype.NAOK == "momdad" or famtype.NAOK == "guarddad", 'Did your
FATHER ever formally converted to Judaism?', if(famtype.NAOK == "dadmom" or
famtype.NAOK == "guardmom", 'Did your MOTHER ever formally convert to
Judaism?', if(famtype.NAOK == "momguard" or famtype.NAOK == "dadguard", 'Did
your GUARDIAN ever formally convert to Judaism?', if(famtype.NAOK ==
"twomoms", 'Did your OTHER MOTHER ever formally convert to Judaism?',
if(famtype.NAOK == "twodads", 'Did your OTHER FATHER ever formally convert to
Judaism?', 'Did your OTHER GUARDIAN ever formally convert to Judaism?')))))}
Please choose only one of the following:

Yes
No
Don't know

[]{if(famtype.NAOK == "momdad" or famtype.NAOK == "guarddad", 'So that we
understand correctly, could you please explain in what way your FATHER considers
himself to be Jewish?', if(famtype.NAOK == "dadmom" or famtype.NAOK ==
"guardmom", 'So that we understand correctly, could you please explain in what way
your MOTHER considers herself to be Jewish?', if(famtype.NAOK == "momguard" or
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famtype.NAOK == "dadguard", 'So that we understand correctly, could you please
explain in what way your GUARDIAN considers him/herself to be Jewish?',
if(famtype.NAOK == "twomoms", 'So that we understand correctly, could you please
explain in what way your OTHER MOTHER considers herself to be Jewish?',
if(famtype.NAOK == "twodads", 'So that we understand correctly, could you please
explain in what way your OTHER FATHER considers himself to be Jewish?', 'So that
we understand correctly, could you please explain in what way your OTHER
GUARDIAN considers him/herself to be Jewish?')))))}
Please write your answer here:

More About Your Upbringing
[]We will continue with a few more questions about your upbringing.
[]What languages were spoken in your home while you were growing up?
Please choose all that apply:

English
Hebrew
Russian
Spanish
Other. Please specify::

[]Thinking about when you were a child, in what religion were you raised, if any?
Please choose only one of the following:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Atheist or agnostic
Nothing in particular
More than one religion
Something else. Please specify:

[]In what religions were you raised?
Please choose all that apply:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Something else. Please specify::

[]ASIDE from religion, would you say you were raised Jewish or partially Jewish, or
not?
Please choose only one of the following:

Yes
Yes, partially Jewish
No

[]{if((relrsd.NAOK==1 or relrsdoth_jew.NAOK=="Y" or rsdjewaside.NAOK==1 or
rsdjewaside.NAOK==2), 1, 0)}
[]Were you raised...
Please choose only one of the following:

Reform
Reconstructionist
Conservative
Orthodox
Secular/Culturally Jewish
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Just Jewish
Other. Please specify:

[]During grades 1-12, did you attend...?
Please choose all that apply:

Traditional public school
Charter or magnet school
Non-religious private school
Jewish day school
Other private religious or parochial school (e.g., Catholic school)
Homeschool

[]For how many years did you attend a Jewish day school?
Please choose only one of the following:

1 year or less
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

[]{if(relrsd.NAOK==2 or relrsdoth_chrs.NAOK=="Y" or prnt1relig.NAOK==2 or
prnt1reloth_chrs.NAOK=="Y" or prnt2relig.NAOK==2 or
prnt2reloth_chrs.NAOK=="Y", '1', '0')}
[]{if(relrsd.NAOK=="-oth-" or relrsdoth_other.NAOK!="" or prnt1relig.NAOK=="oth-" or prnt1reloth_other.NAOK!="" or prnt2relig.NAOK=="-oth-" or
prnt2reloth_other.NAOK!="", '1', '0')}
[]{if(relrsd.NAOK==1 or relrsdoth_jew.NAOK=="Y" or rsdjewaside.NAOK==1 or
rsdjewaside.NAOK==2 or prnt1relig.NAOK==1 or prnt1reloth_jew.NAOK=="Y" or
prnt2relig.NAOK==1 or prnt2reloth_jew.NAOK=="Y" or gprnt1relig.NAOK==1 or
gprnt1relig.NAOK==2 or gprnt1relig.NAOK==3 or gprnt2relig.NAOK==1 or
gprnt2relig.NAOK==2 or gprnt2relig.NAOK==3, '1', '0')}
[]Which of the following experiences did you have growing up?
Please choose all that apply:

My family had a Passover Seder
My family lit Hanukkah candles
My family regularly had a special meal on Shabbat
My family kept kosher at home
I celebrated a bar/bat mitzvah
My family attended Jewish religious services once a month or more
I attended a Jewish day camp
I attended a Jewish overnight camp
I attended a supplementary Jewish school, like Hebrew or Sunday school
I was a member of a Jewish youth group (e.g., BBYO, NFTY, USY, NCSY)
My family celebrated Christmas
My family celebrated Easter
I was baptized
My family attended Christian religious services once a month or more
I attended a Christian camp or vacation bible school
My family celebrated holidays of another religion (e.g., Eid Al-Fitr, Diwali, Vesak, etc.)
None of the above

[]When you were growing up, how often did your family talk about Israel?
Please choose only one of the following:

Never
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Rarely
Occasionally
Often

[]During your high school years, how many of your close friends were Jewish?
Please choose only one of the following:

None
Hardly any
Some
About half
Most
All

[]When you were growing up, how important was being Jewish in your life?
Please choose only one of the following:

Not at all important
Not too important
Somewhat important
Very important

[]As an UNDERGRADUATE, how many courses did you take specifically focusing on
Israel or on Jewish subjects, such as Jewish history, the Holocaust, or Hebrew?
Please choose only one of the following:

None
1
2-4
5 or more

Current Jewish Attitudes
[]We will now ask you a few more questions about yourself.
[]What is your CURRENT religion, if any?
Please choose only one of the following:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Atheist or agnostic
Nothing in particular
More than one religion
Something else. Please specify:

[]What are your current religions?
Please choose all that apply:

Jewish
Christian (e.g., Catholic, Baptist, Methodist)
Other:

[]ASIDE from religion, do you consider yourself Jewish or partially Jewish?
Please choose only one of the following:

Yes
Yes, partially Jewish
No

[]{if((relnow.NAOK ==1 or relother_jew.NAOK == "Y" or jewaside.NAOK ==1 or
jewaside.NAOK ==2), 1, 0)}
[]Do you consider yourself to be...?
Please choose only one of the following:

Reform
Reconstructionist
Conservative
Orthodox
Secular/culturally Jewish
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Just Jewish
Other. Please specify:

[]How important are the following in your life?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Not at all important

Not too important

Somewhat important

Very important

Spirituality
Religion
Being Jewish

Jewish attitudes 2
[]To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Somewhat
agree

Agree

Strongly
agree

All major religions ultimately
teach the same thing
Religion causes more problems
in society than it solves
God chose the Jewish people
for a particular purpose

[]There are different ways of being Jewish. For you personally, how much does being
Jewish involve...?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Not at all

A little

Somewhat

Very much

Observing Shabbat
Celebrating Jewish holidays
Attending synagogue
Caring about Israel
Remembering the Holocaust
Countering antisemitism
Making the world a better place
Leading an ethical and moral life
Passing on Jewish traditions and culture
to the next generation
Taking care of other Jews
who are in need

Current Jewish Behaviors
[]The following questions are about your activities.
[]How active are you in Jewish campus activities (e.g., Hillel, Chabad, a Jewish
fraternity or sorority)?
Please choose only one of the following:

Not at all
A little
Somewhat
Very much

[]Are you an officer or board member for a Jewish organization (e.g., Alpha Epsilon
Pi, Hillel, youth group, etc)?
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes

[]In 2018, did you do anything to observe...?
Please choose all that apply:

Rosh Hashanah
Yom Kippur
Sukkot
None of the above

[]Last weekend, did you do ANYTHING to mark Shabbat in any way?
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Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes. Please describe what you did below:

[]
Please write your answer here:

[]In the past MONTH, how often, if at all, did you attend some type of organized
Jewish religious service?
Please choose only one of the following:

Never
Once
A few times
Weekly
Daily

[]In the past MONTH, how often have you had or attended a special meal on
Shabbat?
Please choose only one of the following:

Never
Sometimes
Usually
Always (every week)

[]In the past MONTH, how often did you participate in a SOCIAL activity or event
sponsored by a Jewish organization or group?
Please choose only one of the following:

Never
Once
Twice
Three or more times

[]Since August 2018, how often have you done any of the following?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Never

Once
or Twice

Three or
more times

Listened to Jewish/Israeli music
Read Jewish/Israeli literature and/or nonfiction
Viewed Jewish/Israeli films and/or TV shows
Visited Jewish/Israeli websites, blogs, social media forums/groups
Attended a lecture or class on a Jewish/Israeli topic
Made charitable contributions supporting Jewish/Israeli organizations or causes
Volunteered through or for a Jewish/Israeli organization or cause
Been involved in Israel activism
Discussed topics related to Israel/Judaism with family/friends

[]How many of your close friends are Jewish?
Please choose only one of the following:

None
Hardly any
Some
About half
Most
All

[]How important is it to you to keep kosher?
Please choose only one of the following:

Not important
Somewhat important
Very important
Essential

Someday
[]We will now ask you a few questions about your thoughts.
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[]To what extent do you feel...?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Not at all

A little

Somewhat

Very much

A connection to Jewish values
A connection to Jewish history
Part of a worldwide Jewish community
A connection to the Jewish community where you live
A connection to Jewish customs and traditions
A connection to your Jewish peers

[]To what extent do you feel a connection to Israel?
Please choose only one of the following:

Not at all
A little
Somewhat
Very much

[]How emotionally attached are you to Israel?
Please choose only one of the following:

Not at all attached
Not very attached
Somewhat attached
Very attached

[]To what extent do you feel that being Jewish is part of your daily life?
Please choose only one of the following:

Not at all
A little
Somewhat
Very much

[]Someday, do you want to get married{if((marital.NAOK==4 or marital.NAOK==5
or fmarital.NAOK==3 or fmarital.NAOK==4) or (marital.NAOK==3 and
is_empty(fmarital.NAOK)), ' again', '')}?
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes
Not sure

[]Someday, would you like to have children?
Please choose only one of the following:

No
Yes
Not sure

[]{if(somedaymar.NAOK==2, 'If you were to get married someday, h', 'H')}ow
important is it to you to marry someone Jewish?
Please choose only one of the following:

Not important
A little important
Somewhat important
Very important

[]Thinking about the future, how important is it to you to raise your children Jewish?
Please choose only one of the following:

Not important
A little important
Somewhat important
Very important

[]How important is it to you that your {if(parent.NAOK==1, 'child', 'children')}
{if(parent.NAOK==1, 'identifies', 'identify')} as Jewish?
Please choose only one of the following:

Not important
A little important
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Somewhat important
Very important

Antisemitism
[]Just a few more questions.
[]How concerned are you about antisemitism...?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Not at all

A little

Somewhat

Very much

{if(currentba.NAOK==1, 'On your college
campus', 'In your local community')}
{if(currentba.NAOK==1, 'On college
campuses in general', 'On college
campuses')}
In {if(live.NAOK==2, 'Canada', 'the United
States')}
Around the world

[]In the past THREE MONTHS, have you personally experienced any of the following
BECAUSE you are Jewish?
Please choose all that apply:

Insult or harassment on social media
Insult or harassment in person
Physical attack
None of the above

[]
How often, if at all, do you feel that people accuse or blame you for anything done by
the Israeli government BECAUSE you are Jewish?
Please choose only one of the following:

Never
Occasionally
Frequently
All the time

United States/Canada
[]We are almost done.
[]How closely do you follow {if(live.NAOK==1, 'U.S.', 'Canadian')} politics on TV,
radio, newspapers, or the Internet?
Please choose only one of the following:

Not at all
Not very closely
Fairly closely
Very closely

[]Since September 2018, have you...?
Please choose all that apply:

Voted in an election
Participated in a protest march, rally, or demonstration
Signed a petition about a political or social issue
Called, written, or visited an elected official
Boycotted a company or brand
Donated money to an organization concerned with a political or social issue
Attended a meeting of any level of government
Submitted a letter to the editor or opinion piece to a media publication
Posted/shared political content on social media
None of the above

[]To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
disagree
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disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Somewhat
agree

Agree

111
Strongly
agree

There are some things about {if(live.NAOK==2 'Canada',
'the United States')} today that
make me feel ashamed of {if(live.NAOK==2 'Canada', 'the
United States')}
People should support their country even
if the country is in the wrong
{if(live.NAOK==2, "Canada's", "America's")}
achievements in science and technology
make me proud to be {if(live.NAOK==2 'Canadian',
'American')}
I am often less proud of {if(live.NAOK==2 'Canada', 'the
United States')}
than I would like to be

[]In terms of political views, people often classify themselves as "liberal" or
"conservative." Where would you place yourself on this scale?
Please choose only one of the following:

Extremely liberal
Liberal
Slightly liberal
Moderate
Slightly conservative
Conservative
Extremely conservative

[]To what extent is your overall opinion of the following favorable or unfavorable?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Very
unfavorable

Mostly
unfavorable

Mostly
favorable

Very
favorable

No
opinion

Never
heard of it

Black Lives Matter
National Rifle Association (NRA)
Planned Parenthood
American Israel Public Affairs Committee (AIPAC)
J Street
US Chamber of Commerce
Sierra Club
Family Research Council
The Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions (BDS)
movement
IfNotNow

Final Question
[]To conclude the survey, is there anything you would like to add {if(bri.NAOK==1,
'about your Birthright Israel trip?', if(bri.NAOK=="0", 'about your views of Birthright
Israel?', '?'))}
Please write your answer here:

Submit your survey.
Thank you for completing this survey.
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